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different muscles when running, throwing and more. 

The same could be acknowledged with the multiple purposes and 

criteria neccesary to be creative in life, would stem from developing 

fine motor muscle development. Various forms of artworks-sculpting, 

painting and/or drawing, constructing, cutting. etc; result in educational 

neccesities for young children to acquire of their own WBYS and talents 

by an inducement of tasking and pertecting the uses of motor growth. 

The Reggio Emalia Perspective emphasises an intalian twist to fine motor 
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evelopment (American Indian studies) 

part of the whol
e upsets the 

xe Bron 

balance of the individual. Such Is the case with med media violence. 



toal mureet ages" 

a heinous crime of diwebpewi 

in 1969%.- 

imdiwi duals 
including movie atarjet, Sharon Tate. 

ription written in picoad. 

a Killings tne 
Written 

Manson then A Picked two other followers to perform 

‘s and tney were 

next nigh ght. The victims were tha LaBianc2a 

t the boiling r2g® - 
¢ wMonso™ 

candom)] 
. y chosen. These crimes brough 

oO the fore 
fron whe 

rs) 
An exemi 

“* t brought 
Manson tO this point in nis Life? 

mation of 

the beginning 
of his life is needed to dig 

away into th e making of thfs individual. 

toen who, 4t is 

~ 
Man 

said, avans waa born in 1934 to a 16-year Ob 

and winst
on was promiscuous.

 The pregnancy was an accident 

Crouble 
nrecscma

y, His mother, 
Kathlee

n, WAS known to get into 

Ces Base Mae unwanted and two years after nis 

port from the father, 

eceived. 

birth h ; is mother asked for child sup 

Olonel Ma ddox f rom Kentucky, but no assistance was xr 

She then married W . 
illiem Manson [a short while] who gave his 

to Charles. The marriage did not last- 

Kathleen came from a very strict religious home whare her 

mother rulad eile aon the house. She was a fanatic Bible thumper who 

her way was the proper way to live and 



rie 

mochex.« 

*t allowed to atte 

ga at church: 
nex ned £ 

Charles’ 

life ahe waar 

attendance wae demande 

elative to anothe chnaric®- 
yr as his oaaaiad 

As guch. 

ended uP 
one person to another. 

<a was involved 

fa ropertot 

Is 1 no 

-tne 

and by the age of 9h 

puilding nt 

cr in 1969- 

Let us examine 

even stealing cars. He kept 

f Helter Skeltsc 

ple killer? 

stern x 

of wanderin 

to the culmination o 

that Manson became this terr 

self” of the circles to analyze “the why~ - 

self: 

Bronfenbrenner’s 
Ecological Theory comes to piay in terms : 

Obviously, there existed an extreme 
i 

ioe 

o be extreme. 
$e 

x 

fa a 

pot develop 

and values. 

of Manson’s “self”. 

sit uation and the repercussions are going t 

- 
- 

- 

« 

Manson’ 3 S sensory receptors and perceptors did 

-he normns such as that which is involved in beliefs 

ulture, fr ’ iends, family, contextual learning, et al- 



form otf 
The ecological sevironpent wan not conducive to any 

x 
not having ° coe normative dewelopment. For oxample, Manson, 

vity t© 
ow for any connect + . 

than 
the last name but since the marriage was short-lived — 

; - ’ 

CwOo years), bonding waa aborted. Moving into hios g aaa 

home, which wes abborrently fanatically roligiouSs, and having 
t 

been in a loosely structured [if at all] environment, hoe wos _ 
@llowed to form individual thoughts, friendships, =< oo 

exieted on morality from seeing none to viewing fanaticism. — 

wae right and wrong?; what was moral/immoral? He was told — 
a © do and was punished for not following a particular cade oF 
co nduct. Absolute confusion for Charles. 

by © are not aware of the genetic factor; however, the 

g 
cs cographical area appeared to be a “hollows” type of enviro _ 

where Pa Charles’ home life lacked structure or had misguided 

Struct ure. We don’t know if Charles had good clothes, for 

ex 1 smpie, that clearly affects his self-esteem which surely 



—— _— 

- ction)? 
liaggned at oc shunned within his peec group {peraon perceP 

| hip? ie mba lity to aassces quality of interpersonal relations P 

L115. 

with peers was impaired because of a lack of attachment oki 

nis Therefore, by lacking to internalize in a normative Casnion 

perception of his external sensory environment resulted in = 

‘o> misinterpretation ef his objective environment. 

Higb Risk — Jerem 

Jeremy was born to a mother who was 16 years of age- he wae 

Placed into a facility to be adopted. He was unattached for 37 

deys after birth and there wasn’t a stable bonding figure during 

the critical first few months of his life. After being adopted 
end reaching the age of 13, Jeremy could not trust his 

environment or anyone within that environment. He wanted to have 

control of himself and didn’t want anyone to control him. Ths 

Aqdnonnftiv«em  “<“.~.c.it_. ro a Sn Sa) ae ee 



hy 

ol 

High Riek - Joreamy 
an 

._* 

| 
Fi 

: abpathcbue . _ 
in enter t ive mothumec af lures L aevrqye & jae@wr . Thur na Ww 

Necause Jaremy nad » dete 

to heve Lied, 

nqquane Ss 
by « Ptimary caregiver bese to 

bewkground, he wae hnown to have stolen, 

claiming
 nimselt 

ap ® 

antd-anthority, toa not Collaw ruler, 
rn Lor nmivo 

victis, and through that Jaremy would piame othe 
schools and 

Problems. Mo had bsen acouvaed of avarting fires ~ 
nouse 

Nhe was caught inp the procean of threatening to burn hip 

early detoctor eft his 

down while his family was asloep. An 
which ended 

imstability wan showing crualty to the family cat. 

“Up with medical cara. What led up to Jeremy’s therapy se55i0” 

with Dr. Klein was hia background. Social Services ossistanc® 

was not able to correct Jeremy’s problems. The 

wae that Klein’s method of helping was called Rage Reduction 

iNlere : 
iterepy- This involved a complete regeneration of Jaremy’ 5 

erapy 

import ant thing 

dev 
clopment cycle by bringing the primary care form of th 

to the forefront that he needed in order to connect with 

at tachme nt. This included a process of physical holding, 

cont ron . ting the patient face-to-face, little by little asking 

Probin | 
J questions, and probing a response reaction sensory—-wise 

from Jer 
Set 

omy when Dr. Klein poked his finger at the patient. Thix 

oded to get a rage response. This was a delineation =~ : 



f the revealing his Past of who, what, and how was the source © 

tornaent. 
which trust was 

Then came a transitioning phase in 
em reached and finalized into becoming a resolution anéss Sos 
last achieved inner Peace. His resistance broken down was = 

limitation which then empowered Jeremy to have ————E 
re -_ Such Strategy by Dr. Klein worked for Jeremy, but ma * 

ied. 
beginnings Of resistance ih older youth should this be ©r 

ions Methods of Dr. Klein involwed follow-up with various se5® 
; ning that helped solidify recovery. Later sessions involved rear 

aing 
cause and effect; the rudiments of thinking, and understan 

have a autonomy control in order to resolve issues. Jeremy oe 

is breakthrough in which he made a genuine attachment —= 
1 which 

adoptive mother and progressed to making friends at schoo 

was a first time for him. 



“A Chila Called It” 

referred ta af "407 by Dis pot her 

Tae book® diepliays * 

ehipe cheat a5” 

displays 
the 

pa B gnored ny 

fin 
» we Peiaar wer 

rom ages four through Cwelive- 

yt heat 

age four whem hirt rm 

determin
ed that aha 

Dave Pe lrer’s world changed arvund 

er other 

wap directod at 

turned on him with hate. While it wae later 

| 

avo 

nad a mental { linessa (schizophrenia) she treated h 

Her wrath, however, 

1 tilneoo thore may hh 

reasonably well. 

react. 

cnollidran 

Tt iw u n known why but with menta Dave. 

been {f{ eaturens that she reeponded to that mado her 

mada 

cnoked, 

Dave was sub jected to beatings, withholding of food, 

ex family, 
sion. The to clean u 

slapped, Ni eal merger food while feeding h 

, a verbally harassed beyond comprehen 

Extended 
father 1 acked emotional strength to stop the mother. 

social officials were 

uth. 

Tami ] yY memb neg? ers were not supportive and 

ect alon g with teachers throughout part of his yo 

ing Davc Pelzer 
Bronfenb renner’ er’s Theory will be examined referenc 

and thi s horrendous case of child abuse 

He was 

Tbh \ ree Ex les of Abuse 

: Pa e e 

Page 84: Dave had not eaten for three days. ae 

made t 
5 

o sit at the bottom of the stairs on his hands ~. 

7 
= 

2 

milita ry style as if he were a prisoner, while the 



ne 

eat. Mayba - 

He wan sont to clean Ut 

mh Clorox 

2. Page 107 O7: Dave’s mother had a favorite gam of 

Cleaning the bathroom. 

bat hroom this time but sha filled a bucket wit 

and ammonia knowing that the combination was deadly - 

The mother had locked the door and the fumes rose up- 

jearGs OS” 
DOave outwitted her to keep alive but he en 

vomit ing blood in the garage for one hour after sne 

let him out of the bathroom 

Dave’s mother called him into the bathroom 

him take 

and supmerge 

- Page 112: 

whe ; re she filled it up with cold water, made 

his clothes off, get’ into the cold water, 

his head. He thrashed. She allowed him to keep his 

nostrils above the water. He stayed there for hours. 

im put his 
Sh e then came back hours later and made him 

1 wet. Then he was told to 
clothes on when he was al 

outside and sit in the shade while the family ate- 

This was a routine. 



ANd Negat ivea Re Of the Varioun Ecu-Systema for Davn 

Posi 
——ive Examplom of Kcologica] Theory: Dave 

SEeeystem: Cu tural Context 
a. : Mother took Dave and family to Chinatown in San 

Franciaco whereupon he learned about a difforont 

cu lture. *Page 19 supports thio anawor. 
<. Exoe Stem Sem! Socioeconomic context 

a.- 
Mra. Pelzer, this ia Officer Smith from Daly City 

Police Department. Your son David will not be coming 

home today. He will be in the custody of tha San 

Mateo Juvenile Department_” “Dave Pelzer, you're 
free”. Page 13 and 14 support this answer. 

as Mesosystem: Immediate Context 

a. “Mr. Hansen opens the door, and I can see all the 

teachers on their lunch break staring at me. I’m so 

ashamed. ‘“They know”, I tell myself”’—I turn down 

the hall. Mr. Ziegler is holding Miss Woods.__she 

gives me a —hug-Mr. Ziegler shakes my hand”. Page 11 

and 12 support this answer. 

Microsystem: Immediate Context 

TOES 1 



told 

hbbox rece car” 
Mactc 

_anaswer- 

1 context 

5- person: Bip
logscay—~~ 

= wits CBC auxrind 

tc alway 
“Mother didn’ 

to attend Ss 

I was noc allowed 

a. choocl-s. 

o my mouth and told me to Cc 

but = didn’ 

swallow-—
t ami 

soap int 

She didn’t know it, 

would not allow myself to 

to ear.” & ee page 78 to support the an 

loan th 

t swallow 
1 = 

>» kitrenoenm- 

hoe soap— 

lea rrom ear 

swor - 

Megative Examples of Ecological Theory: Davs 

: Ma crosys a 

a. “Mothe rt hrew me into her bedro om, 

abo 
—= - ee a : 

yeliing 



‘ My ng 

* J sos) “ ; 

i. ie dae ae 

wy Be aw 

"The orxt day, while Futrher maw alt work, a& lacy 

ces came tv mir house dice 

< te 
, 

a 

; * 
Fey, « 

iw 

from social serva 

shooed we cutzide_while she raik 

lady_Mom calleci me back inte 0 ese Tre lecy 

1 was sappy. “well, vell her 

ea with 

“anted to» kzow If 

eweetheart” Mom treet se prenty jou. 

I just wanted to sB8top tn to say hellis”. See 

. 

pege izdé4 through 126 to support the ariomwer. 

sosystem: Immediate Cont rat 

Dave chunned at schect ama called 
a. wWNot only wags 

he was “easy prey tor schoo) builies, 
naDes, 

who beat me up at will.” 

always been in existence. The school was 

neglect in allowing bullying activities to 

persist.] See pegs 116 +o support the answer- 

4. Microsyste=: Lasediate Context 

yr five years old at 
a.~_Russell was only four o 

the time, he had become Mothe:r’ 

making sure I didn’t 

[School bully has 

'yittle Nazi’, Ss 

watching br every move, 

steal food. Sometimes he would maxe up tales for 

Mother so be could watch me get punishment”. see 

page 85 to support the answer. 



*+ Berson: Btological c ODT oxt 
@. “TI stood before Father, waiting for him to turn 

His page and ree me. When he did, | stutteredt, 

He didn’t 
. -NMo. .Mo. .Mot her st abbexc)d me. 

“Father 

he asked. 
raise an eyebrow. ‘Why’, 

I didn’t do the dishes On time.ahe would kill 

yee page 89 to support the anawer. 

She told me If 

ep 

rize how each of the oco-systems failed to remove Dave from 
S\ 

Ls Ls abusive environment. ——_Siusive environment . 

»> Macrosystem -—- Cultural Context failed Dave through the lack 

Of community follow-through in providing services to assist 

It was the era of non-involvement in him and his family. 

the 1970’.r. 

Exosystem - Socioeconomic Context failed Dave by not 
> 

probing thoroughly the environmental] home life concerning 

his physical condition and mental well-being. For axample, 

the social services lady who asked questions in the 

pyesence of Dave’s mother which would pronpt lies fram Dave 

as to the truth of his well-being. 

Mesosystem - Immediate Context failed Dave through the lack 

Of follow-through with the school staff in bullying, 

Obvious signs of torment, bruises, and where the principal 



{ NM the weed of aw molher over an Ubvicualy ill- ‘akan scars 

vF yoratn 

> Mivuroaynal ew Inwodtiatse Context falled Dave by way af A 

non-responsive Father whe was gitlean and aloo ne wanterl to 

Qetl away from hin wifo. The eatandead family was ren- 

responsiva an they rmaintalned distance Crom the mother wr. 

Aid not qat along Vary wel) with her own mother, 

* Person - Biological Context failed Deve am ho had a 

Oiffarent pernonality from his brothers that prevented him 

There may have been a from responding liko the brothors. 

similarity betweon the mother and brothers as opposed to 

Dave. 

Explain why we don’t dovelop in {polation 

Wo don’t develop in isolation because we get affected by 

various negative conditions that impact our developmental 

health. Chlldren are impacted by the interaction of the pieces 

of the wheel that intertwines through contextual and system 

interactions. Complexity is required to develop the whole person 

through acquiring skills necessary to survive socially, 

Physically, and intellectually. 
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Deve Westerriaid 

Background: 

! | 
Why did Westerfield-do what he did? 

We will use Skinner =. Rxteun? os Theory of 5S 

(stimulus) results in R (response) to show how the theory applies 

to Westerfield. ~~ — 

John Watson believed that the study of observable hehavior 

was the proper way as opposed to theories of the unconscious 

mind. The school of psychological behaviorism originated with 

Watson in which is described physiological responses to stimli. 

He influenced B. Skinner who innovated radical behaviorism and 

founded his own school of experimental research psychology. The 

Radical culmination of Skinner’s work was in verbal behavior. 

behavyiorism did not require a consensus of truth and instead 
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MALT ITy 
"1 on WAL Y Lehae | events a8 thinking, parceptian, abd 

mT | ™. A Diece Of Skinnar'y behavior analyeia is that of 

Over time. This surely would fit Dave 
West 

rertieg n@ We nhall see. Continuous reinforcement in a 
“9OStant delivery Of action. Fixed variable reinforcement are 

& 
t 
hat Cimes “are not set and can differ. And ratio reinforcement 

moana that NOrk has to be done so that there is reinforcement. 

Inasmuch as Skinner was born in 1904 shows that such power 
of thinking, along with hif mentor, Watson, would surely play 
into the van Dam murder case. Each man had his own detractors 
because Certain tests were assumed to be needed to prove theory. 
But such was disproved by Skinner. [Watson was born in 18678). 
Skinner notes that there are issues with verbalization such as 

Fate of response but he knew that energy, speed, repetition are 
needed but a limitation can be a Single instance of noise. Many, 

many responses therefore, to Skinner, equals strength. 

Dave Westerfield had a problem getting along with his 

mother. We don’t know the reason, but she Surely was a Key 

figure in his development likely through cause and effect 

conditioning. The carrot approach then punishment in the form 



Fn ona RMN A tovvmes ; 

e i Orporal, Ivalidat jen [ignoring that you ealat). Ne Larned t 
j 

ne St imulua “and LERPAn ob Dut in @ rote and impersonal 
way PRU} 

— like 4 lab rat. Such would be verbal behavior. Such 

by his mother would be reinforcement of behavior and l@arned = behavior (Watson) . Weaterfield became preprogrammed ‘Nrough 
, automatic or reflective stimuli associated with cause 

and ef fa, fect (Skinner) . Such S&R developed into watching child porn graphy of Violent rapes of young girls over and over as 
the Y SCreamed. Uncont rol le@tage enveloped Westerfield so that 
his 

Preprogramming Prompted him to act upon and kill his prey. 

Danielle's mother was in a tavern whereupon the neighbor, 
Westerfield, Was there also. A casual conversation with her 

divulged that Danielle was home asleep. The “hunter” left the 
tavern with his radar turned on. Surely he had plans in the back 
of his head should Such a situation avail itselfand it did. He 
entered into the Van Dam house and abducted Danielle and took 
her to his motor home where she was raped multiple times. Since 
child pornography was part of Westerfield’s life, the stimulus 

obtained from watching his videos with horrible verbalizations 

Prompted him to his stimulus state. Hence, the continual rape of 

Van Dam like the video. He most likely entered a verbalization 



~~“ EE fielg — OAC i nero 

Ta 
Prong t 

ati 
milus WAUh SCT@ama that brought Teagwewmse Like the 

Vitens 

Skinner) because the victim 

there wan a “OnNetant delivery of 

Westerfield, with his prey, knew that 

life of Danielle, so he did. He left in 

day and placed her body in the desert it Said 
Under a Cree. It was not buried. Westerfield shoved her Ceeth down her throat. 

fetish about teeth 

website. 

Dees thig indicate panic? No, as he had a 
which la-called Odontophilia per the Google 

While fetish Crosses in to other theoretical territory, i 
. . Surely belongs in Skinner’ 5 and Watson's behavioral category. 

Teeth were used aS a reinforc ement (most likely biting)to 
achieve the stimulus which gave a response. 

Having done this heinous crime with no remorse, Westerfield 
Up being the prime suspect. He 

Parts of her female anatomy that 

ended 
thought by removing certain 

all DNA evidence would be 

Climinated. Such was not the case and Westerfield is now 

death row. 

on 

What we have read is much about a perverted man who easily 

falis into Skinner and Watson’s behavior theory. Learned 



se1a’ 8 Westerfield - continued: 

beh 
“ait 

avior in concert with his by {cement prom
pted weetext 

3) to the need for more ana 

n of panielle Van 

he abductio 

on which would be the 
in x, 

are that since 

more stimulus which resulted 

Dam and her death with body disfigurati 

ultimate power of stimulus and response.- Chances 

nous crime, his need for such 

This man was 
this man engaged in such a hei 

other killing- 

that he needed 
again would have prompted an 

Ci 
> 

onditioned and programmed to such an extent 

st . 

e > 

imulus and response in his life in order to exist. 



Carolyn Warrick 
June G. 2000 
Child Development 101 

What it all comes down to ie the social adjustment of selfnage 

A trying end complexing process of integrating the need for individual 

Growth and social sustenance of justifying the worth for seff-image On 

top of juxtiposing a valuable image of social integration of the self, and 

peer and teacher relations. It is an embodiment of earty and critical 

. assessing of social development. This podium of a healthy and normal 

Outlook for social development speaks from a position of leaning. 

diversity, education, childhood relations, adult interactions, peer 

assessment of relationships, and primarily the importance of self-image 

maintained throught the trials and tribulations of social growth and 

development. At the beginning, leamers on this "paved road" journey to 

Socialization (primary levels 1-3) are awaiting the art of mastering the 

lesson of socialization. 

A life lesson in mastering the art of socializahon is one that will 

Cafry a child through troubled times as well as successful times 

throughout his life. Often is the case where harsh reality sets in when a 

person is judged on his social skills as opposed to his academic and other 



ac oo Even with quaiity work efforts. sometimes paanle ae 

h Wee "© break the social acceptance 
barrier to enter into the 

ay Decause of NONn-eocial ekill attainment. Being sidiied pocially 

™ © Parity Coupled with the other achievements 

mtervention begine in the early primary years. Realistic 
reintorcement of rudimentary social skills is Imperative. Gendor, 

ethni peer 
ia relations, friendehips, etc., are all involved in this 

_ Complexity 

Children in the primary years lean to care about their self-image 

from progressive and directive facets to their social development. This 

encompasses ego, self-esteem, relations with people. A critical factor 

to establish early skills with others is the development of self-esteem: 

development of self-worth (valued); development of rudimentary tasks 

which leads to feelings competence. This must be reinforced by 

important people within the child's life. 

According to theorist, Erikson, industry and competent identities 

of self-worth will come into play in children at an early state in social 

development. This will occur through the accomplishment and pride 

projected with mastering real life skills in various social settings. 

Further beliefs are that peer establishment and attainment of 



Oar et. with echilte will be exhibited by children who have gained a 

Deter Senes Of Tel own self. worth and competence, and le not being 

med $0 apeculation (Eady Chiidhood Revaleoment, Trewick- Smith. 

2000. pp 422) 

IN Contrast, a similar feeling of self cen be actively taken to 

Projecting social tendenciee and inner beliete from a child, in directing 

attention toward him on account of harboring Inferior feelings of self. 

| Theee negative views of oneself are transmitted to @ coalition of peers 

and teachers. This peer neglect or rejection if often transferred to the 

teacher. Thus the eelt-esteem of the child is not enhanced by thie 

authoritative figure. 

Therefore, the Introduction of social skill development is a critical 

Piece of the puzzie necessary to benefit each child within any social 

Setting. Feelings of inferiority can reign supremene in some children do 

to accumulated experiences of failure in relationships and tasks. 

Children can ‘act out", behave in odd ways, seek solitude because of their 

internal feelings. They are aware of their status ard intemalizing their 

feelings Compounds more feelings of inadequacies. Sports, whether 

group or individual, can play a significant role in development of seif. 

Group recognition of the individual would be paramount to the 



| 

Cevelopment of a healthy mindset it ie the idea of participation wihn 

‘N® Group that does heip make a person feel worthy. Again. Mees 

developments should take place in the primary years to build self-worth 

at @n early ctage In life. No child should be left behind in any task 

Children can and do justify their beliefs of themselves as 

Competent of “not competent in measurement to thelr peers. This will 

influence social skill development amongst those peers (The World Book 

Encyclopedia, 1987). 

One truly major social venue that is interrelated is that of gender. 

Gender affects a preliminary factor on how a child views himself in @ 

Sublet image of social pressures, expectations, and other roles. Primary 

grade children begin adapting their roles around societal norms and 

expectations. Social protocols are enacted. The media (movies and 

television), dominant cultures, traditonal standards, are a case in point 

in establishing gender-based parenting and/or educating styles (Katz and 

Kansnak, 1994 pp 435). 

This understanding further clarifys my point retating the facts that 

a child's self-image and competence adheres to an inner belief that to be — 
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Jentitieg Theretore. an already order of biological and social identify 
h w OO" 88 end ‘paved" in the child's mindest and actions according to 

PRYsical ans social forme of play activities, toys, peers, etc. To think oF 
ect otherwise would be considered “incorrect” and socially unacceptable 
by peers ang teachers alike 

Sandra Lipsitz Bem in her article, Gender Schema Theory And It's 

- Slldren_in_ A Schematic Society, derived from chapter four of her book 
Who Am |? Identities entails a general everyday experience of 

genderism, Stereotypically viswred or verbalized in the following 

example of an adult-child Scenario where gender-specific comments can 
be directed guiltily on children. Bem specifically highligts this situation 
under he analytical category of research and knowledge known as Gender- 
Schematic Processing. Bem emphasizes in her scenario that typical 
aduit behavior in gesturing or telling children how they look or how 

smart they are, or for that matter comments on athletic ability tend to 

assimilate to gender-typing positions. For example, adults wit! comment 

on the attractiveness of a young gir!: remark about how a boy throws a 

baseball, They do not comment on a girl's strength or a boy's looks. 

American society, however still emnohacicec Hen fm 
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UlY Versus a boy's prowess at athletic (or some fonn of strength) 

"Me media Neavily promotes this idea. 
A child's self-image leams to adjust to a conformed mindset with 

(Ne pragmatic Gender-social expectations and actively reintorces these 
l@ssong in Personality, mannerisms, forme of play, dress styles, hair 

Styles, etc. Again, the media has influence 

Far too often in Childhood friendships peers interact with those 

lke themselves. Ethnic groups stay with like ethnic groups for 

“omfortability. Boys stay with boys, Girls stay with girls. Sometimes 
racial stigmatism is Partially at fault; cultural traditons are part of it; 
Societal expectations are also part of the interaction. Far too often this 
's the norm, and social interaction in the early years is critical for the 

development of a positive and forward thinking society. Past grievances 
and past mistakes by certain factions are often passed trom one 

generation to another thus inhibiting the cohesivness of people. These 

mistakes and grievances should be placed on the back bumer so that 

tension can be relieved. social familarity proceeds, and feelings for each 

other as human beings takes precedence (Trawick-Smith, 2000). 

As Jim Greeman relates in his article. (“Living In The Real Worid- 



AVON GSt peers ane enhanced wit: beth educavon A Qoas@ 8) POA 

Me was rot Gn thet of a Doy doing a water expermmerdt eth a Germil. 

Understanding the scenanc. The twecher wee asked by the young Day © 

Perris can swim and can gertiie Ny? The young boy wes wymg 0 3 

The teacher replied, “If you do imat Ml tall your grandtatreer Tres 
Sisch 

wes, of course, where the teacher exercised Negetve eartrcatey 

Decause | dict 
Interesningty enough, | fetl the same way oi rst 

feel it was the teacher's piece to justify her authomansn sell 

he child wt 

espousing educational policies of authoritative nature 

from Chinatown and the teauher should ha
ve comprehended the fect wat 

him for asking questions pertaining ta the gerbil. ‘The weacher would 

have gained a better insight Into the child’s mind by better tact-Tinang 

developed and perhaps this cnile 

was thinking in a different vein. creative thinteng, pemaps. 

Children often undergo the harsh realities. of peer remarks —_ 

. 8 Because 

“we don't like you", "| don't want you for my friend’, go away” 

: '% 

of peer selectivity. some children often are negiec
ied ee if they Gon 
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Sxpecta 
; * ons. a chiid has not A child oenmtering through the doors cf life 

with peer rayection, social neglection, isolation, no siblings. mo 

Mencships, has a mighty hurdle to overcome. That is why the provess tO 

integrate Social skits imo aff children will help pave the road smoowv'\ 

for future Socal interactions Into the adult life. No matter whal gender, 

what etinnmicity, social status, educational abillty, . none must be 

excluded from obtaining the one skill essential for ennancemen of self, 

The adverse effects can be that of obtaining social interaction skills. 

dévasiating. While social grqgath and maturation are complex, social 

' \ skilis geared for the emotional age of a child is mandatory for persone 

our. growth and attainment of peer relationships. No child should be left 
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MOPED 

me ABN SERED MeL cm Ved PCIE CAREER PON OPEN SELES AF TE FU 

O00. BrER NEL cossecmumcm t war arr wore, sm 1 0 coxsserceec wor ras HD EAST 

CORRELATES THEE REEDED COMPRES OF SPECIAL SBUCKROR CrUmEED Un! Wal PUBLIC SCHOOL SveFEM. COLLABORATION 

OF DERE CORO UERNS: |] SUDEP EAGER RELENONNEP, 2) CRUGENT PEER ELAR S) ACHE OOIOEER 

SEVICE RELARQEP. UNFORRUNUELY, COLLABORATION (9 STILL Of THE BAVOMC SINCE There AE REDICATORS OF 

CONFLICT WARE WE COMERRETY SEROACE RELAGOMENEP Ol HOW BEST YO PROMI ALLAROUMD, MEANOPUA- AD 

PRODUCING LEMEEND FOR STUDENTS, ESPECLLY THOSE WITHE! THE SPECI. EDUCATION ESVINCSOSENT he 

AFOREMENTIONED HAWE Al ALAPSEND WEED. THOSE WHT THE LEASING ONDABELITY OFTEN REFERRED TO AS OYSLERA, 

PREQUIDITLY PALL BETWEEN THE GRACES. WHHOUT NORIO HOW YO READ, FURTHER LEARNING 6 ALL BUT STUNTE
D: 

THERE 1S A CRINCAL IMBED FOR A PROPER EDUCATION EMVIROSMEDT FOR THOSE (TH THES ESSORDER. Oren THE LEVEL 

OF DETECTING SUCH STUDENTS BECOMES A NOB-FAGTOR. WHH THES DISARRAY SOMEIBEES TH
ERE IS SOCHL OSTRACEEN. 

CHANGES 61 BEHAMIOR, REDUCED SELF-ESTEEM, AMD OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT MASSPEST ITSELF Bt A WYREAD 

OF WAYS. Tes 1S WHERE COLLABORATION (S VIAL. COMMUNITY SERVICES Bt COLLABORATION WITH SCHOOL SYSTEMS AME 

ESRDGVE. YO SETACING THOSE WITH SPECIAL MEEDS. 

The CREATION OF SUCH A SYSTEM MUST NOT HAVE “HOLES Mt THE SEAM” AS IT DOES WOW. THAT IS, NEOUS 

SUB-CECTIONS OPERATE SEPWWTELY INSTEAD OF TOGETHER TO PROVIDE COMPRENEMGIVE STRUCTURE. CURRICULUM 

MATOERS ARE DEALY WITH BY THE STUDEMTTEACHER APPROACH: BEMARORAL, SOCAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL POUTERS ARE OFALT 

WITH AT A SOC. WORKER APPROACH. THUS, WITH SUCH A TIGHTLACED PROCEDURE, STUDENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS HAVE A 

PROBAGLE CHAICE OF HAVING INTERVENTION GY A SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST. 
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THE LEARN ENVIRONORENT FOR A READING OYSLENC WOULD BICLUDE ASSIGHMENTS ATTUNED TO THER 

MOMOUAL COMPRESSION LEVEL AS WELL AS READS PACE LEVEL. THE-TEACHER WOULD INCORPORATE A SPECIFIC 

STVAE APPROPRUTE FOR THE READING DISABLED STUDENT, THOSE ALSO WOULD CLUDE PEER SOCIALIZATION, SPECIFIC 

SCIMITES, GROUP ASSIGHOAENTS, FOR A FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH. WHEN THE STUOENT HAS HIS BASIC NEEDS MET WITH A 

SOMARORATVE APPROACH COUPLED WHTH TRAGTIONALESH, THE COURSE BECOMES MORE CLEAR. IF THES METHOO &5 MOT 

MMMTAED, A FELAPSE WALL OCCUR. THE STUDENT WILL THEN FALL BY THE WAYSIDE AND GET LOST WITH THE SYSTEM 

BECAUSE OF NOs-CONTIUITY, THE COLLABORATIVE SYSTEM MUST BE IN PLACE IN ORDER TO CATCH ANY REMISSIONS THAT 

ARISE FROM LACK OF PROPER OPERATION. 

TWSS PORT OF VIEW 1S BASED UPON SCENARIOS WHERE THE SCHOOL SYSTEM DOESN'T ALWAYS HAVE THE SAME 

LEVEL OF INTEREST WITH COMMUNITY-SOCWL SERVICES ON HOW BEST TO DEAL WITH SCHOOL-RELATED MATTERS. PUBLIC 

SCHOOLS GO WM CONVENTIONAL METHODS WHILE BRINGING Mt OUTSIDE AGENCIES TO HAMOLE THE SOCIAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS OF THE STUDENTS. THE BEGINNING QUESTION OF HOW TO GET NON-READERS TO READ CANNOT BE 

ANSWERED EASRY. A QUICK FOC IS NOT THE ANSWER. EARLY DETECTION IS THE ANSWER. THE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE OF 

CORRECT ANALYSIS WILL SET THE STAGE. STUDENTS EXHIBITING BEHAVIOR NOT CONDUCIVE TO A GOOD LEARNING, CAN 

PRODUCE DISHARMOMY IN THE NORMAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. DISASTROUS CONSEQUENCES CAN OCCUR WITH PARENTAL 

CHILD ABUSE OF A LEARNING DISABLED PERSON, CHILD ABANDONMENT, FAMILY PRESSURE RESULTING IN DIVORCE, ALL OF 

WHICH CONTRIBUTE ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS. CHILDREN WITH DYSLEXIA UNDER TRYING CIRCUMSTANCES PROVIDE AN UPHILL 

SET OF CHALLENGES, AND THE SCHOOLS MUST MEET THESE CHALLENGES WITH A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT. LIKE IT OR NOT, 

SCHOOLS AND THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ARE BOUND TOGETHER IM A JOINT EFFORT WITH SYMBIONG AND NON-SYMBIONC 

ISSUES. 

THE COLLABORATIVE, EFFORT NOW BEING ESTABLISHED IS REFLECTED IN TEAM MEETINGS OR CLASS TEAM 

MEETINGS. HOWEVER, IT APPEARS BASICALLY IN THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT. IT DOES APPEAR TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN 

HANDLING TEACHER'STUDENT CONFLICTS. IT HAS PROVED SUCCESSFUL. IN ACADEMIC OR ETHICAL PROBLEMS AS WELL. 
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PEER REJECTION CAM MAMFEST ITSELF i SEVERAL WAYS, THE LEAST OF WHICH IS FaeCWn AS COLUMERIE: seu 

ESTEEM IS BOOSTED BY PEER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DISABILITY. YES, STUDENTS ARE MESHED WITHER THER OW 

THOUGHTS; HOWEVER, CURRICULUM GAN INVOLVE THE LEARNING OF VARIOUS COMMON DIFFICULTIES THAT AFFECT STUDENTS 

THROUGHOUT THE UTED STATES. 

THERE ARE THOSE THAT ARE AGAINST MODERNIZING EFFORTS. THE IEA OF DRIFTING AMAY FROM TRADITION 

ABHORRENT TO MANY. BUT THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE CANNOT BE HELD BACK. NEW METHODS OF LEARNING ARE BERNG 

DISCOVERED FREQUENTLY AND [S AN ON-GOING RESEARCH SUBJECT. STANDARDUED TESTS WILL BE MODIFIED TO 

INCORPORATE THE DIFFERENT WAYS THAT PEOPLE COMPREHEND AND READ MATERIAL; THE WAY THEY TAKE TESTS; THE 

LAYOUT OF TESTS. SUCCESS WILL BE ACHIEVED BY THE STUDENT WITH BEFOREHAND RECOGNITION OF THE DISABALITY. OW" 

: GOING COLLABORATION WITH TEAM TEACHING OR STUDENT AND TEACHER COLLABORATION IS ESSENTUL. OF COUSE
, TEACHER 

FEEDBACK TO THE PARENT SHOWING PROGRESS OF THE CHILD IS PARAMOUNT. WE MUST KEEP LEGISLATION INTACT AS THERE 

ia ARE THOSE IN STATE GOVERNMENT, AND PARTICULARLY AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, WHO DO NOT WISH TO FUND SPECHL 

oO EDUCATION EFFORTS. If WILL. TAXE A VIGILANT SOCIETY AND SCHOOL SYSTEM TO MAINTAIN FUNDING AND LAWS PERTARENG TO 

SPECIAL EDUCATION. 

RESPONSIBLE SOCIETY, TAKE CARE OF OUR CITIZENS WATH A 

¢ 
AFTER ALL, SPECIAL EDUCATION IS HOW WE, AS A 

DIFFERENT APPROACH TO LEARNING. 
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S e Pecial Ed vs. Standard English Education: Multicultural/Bilingual 

If ound Deborah Deutsch Smith's eye-opening chapter on multicultural and 

— education to be extremely articulate, controversial, and a rude 

awakening for people who devote their lives toward helping people with disabilities. 

Even though Ms. Smith is speaking from her own perspective, she hos 

Supplied some valid points of interest which help to justify her position on the 

misunderstood and misplacement reireananteaicas of children with multicultural/ 

bilingual backgrounds learning English as a second language. | 

Ms. Smith continually points out the confusion, ignorance, and stereotyped 

thoughts that exist referencing the attitude of the American public school system 

towards the children whose first language is NOT English. This incorporates an 

attitude against those who are deficient in the building blocks of grammar. 

Variables involved include the language factor and lack of comprehension of 

the English venacular. This often shows up in paperwork, class participation, 

communication (social/emotional), general academic skills...and the latter is 

classified as a disabi lity. Most often the children are not given the proper 

assessment that would enable the teachers to manage, and quite frankly, truly 

understand the student. An enhancement for both student and teacher would be a 



leveling f 
actor 

Such as a Computer which would translate the childs native language 

$0 both could understand 

As a result, forei . foreign students receive ESL and Special Education at longer 

intervals and at greater consistencies. They are over-represented in areas 
concerni _— 

ng the misappropriation of dialect (non-normative pronunciations of words), 

Ebonics a 
( rule-governed for a certain culture), and a general order for verbal/non- 

verbal English skills. 

A ° - ® ° frican-American children are at a higher risk for being labeled individuals 

with disabilities simply because they are regarded as being troublemakers, dropouts 

with poor English skills. They are placed into Special Ed with mentally retarded 

Students. Often they have a learning disability or just need one on one time with 

teacher/tutor. American Indian at 7.3% have a higher placement rate compared to 

Whites at 5.7%; Hispanics at 5.7% vs. Asian counterparts at 2.0% 

Misplacements, misunderstandings, and being misdiagnosed should never be 

the ultimate reason to determine a child's place into Education and society. More 

interventions, more knowledge on cultural/bilingual diversities is needed for 

American teachers and students of diverse backgrounds to properly connect. If 

not, this lopsided situation will continue to the detriment of ALL concerned. 
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and Terrace Elementary: Quali Special Education 
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The shot chen Penton chr obverse 
Wood acon the msin tet Begg Tea Hey Soo 

"ulked to the principal ities oe a 
the educators, pathered ate i eamieiderecaenen 

The two special Cinder dampen caReeD 

— The first and syn : eT ne all were 

mifchinae stn sr interviewed was eager to share her teaching 
se/team-oriented practices with me. 

ta era mnie omen i ta ott 
various sources of team - aE ages, rn professionais;creativity and familial yet individual instruction as 

oo of creditability to her profession. Extemal factors were compliance with the 

‘waching techniques involving the kids and their disabilities 
She was moderately informative on the following questions: 
(1) How many special education instructors are available for learning needs and 
assistance to kids with disabilities? | 

(A) There are two full-time special educators; 37 IEP personnel; 0.5 inclusion-high 

impact caretakers (mostly non-IEP students); 0.5 LAP teachers (Learning Assistance 
Program) for mild to high needs instruction. 

(2) Do you, as a qualified professional, feel you meet the standards necessary in helping 
each student achieve their best individually? | 

(A) Yes, through the involvement of IEP goals, appropriate basis of intervention and 

teaching strategies (written plan). 
(3) Do they go the extra mile to create advanced learning skills for the kids tadapt and 

follow equally yet individually in a familial environment? 

(A) Yes, through individual objectives and strategies based on diverse learning styles. 



\) 

(4) Do you fee] your technique/approach for teaching centrally, yet diversely, is having 

an effect on your students? If so, how, why, proof of assurance? . 

“) Ye through direct instruction appropriate to age level, practice gue by kids 
Proper placements of assessment testing, challenging activities in various ee 
Suorard testing isa key factor wien appropriate, progress reports on students daily 
Yearly participation or not in academic/social settings. (Reports focus on data collected, 
mistakes or errors on assignments, testing, etc.) 
(©) Hf your teaching technique is effective in the resource room, do you feel the same 
Procedure for the studeats could be applied in the general éducation setting? If so, how 
and through what methods? 
(A) Yes, by way of cooperative grouping, managed behavior, task analysis, behavior 
modification, Clear expectations, a visual system in many aspects for kids and teachers to 

work together. 
(6) Does the school follow the full-inclusion policy? If so, how? 
(A) Yes, sometimes. Although thespretext of the full-inclusion definition for individuals 
does not always subscribe with the general education environment, but what level is best 
for academic and social achievement . 
(7) How often do kids with disabilities spend their time in a general education 
environment? 

(A) The majority of the day is Spent in the general education classroom. Since the 
acquirement of full-inclusion in all level so public education, school districts under the 
TEP program have allowed schools to place special facilities at hand in the general 
education classrooms. This was to make teaching and learning for both the teacher and 
regular/special ed kids easier and functional. | 
(8) Does the school provide facilitated access for special kids? If so, what, where and at 
appropriate regulation consistencies? : 
(A) Yes, handicapped bathrooms, access ramps, shower stalls, washing machines, 
sensory equipment (medicine balls, etc.) soft music, low light, computer programs, and 
note takers. The teacher assured me that all facilities were at regulation height/levels and within normal range among regular kids. 

(9) Do the school staff, professionals, teacher aids. and narents came tneett.... 3 
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Fee amOY & 2 team conceming he needs and ctcemutanocs of ll ide with divene 
(A nes? If so, what is the proof? 

Cea NOON ong stet em nd special ects They work together when 
beings a dilemma concerning a childs needs to the group. The staff comes up 

with a plan of action/intervention/test scores. Parents are informed and contribute 
Sctvely and equally with the group. Over a monthly or yearly basis teachers report to the 
“Ou the plan’s progress in case change becomes a factor. (Note: kids with ADD under 8 
health-impaired consent form automatically get special education services.) 
(10) Depending on a kids individual circumstances due to factors as disability-type, 
Culture/bilingual factor, race, economic class, etc., is there an over-representation or 
under-representation of kids with these particularities wrongly placed in special 
education? 

(A) No for the most part. Culture, race and bilingualism were not a factor since Highland 

Terrace Elementary was primarily Caucasian. The few ethnically diverse kids in the 
School were not placed under such discrepancies in special education. Kids i low 

working-class homes were over-represented in special education services. 

(11) By applying a common teaching practice to special students for all to learn and 
.-has this method ever been applied in groups? If so, what was the group 

method and it’s effectiveness? | 

(A) Yes, effective. The kids have demonstrated improved reading and writing skills. 

Tactics such a phonological awareness (example, Lindamoodbell) decoding, breaking 

words into parts for letter grouping and sound connection with placement. ..a process 

known as Syntax with all applied. 

(12) What are the diverse forms of disabilities identified in your classroom? Any 

stemmed from a single infliction or intermixed with other disabilities? 

(A) Most of the kids in this class are 70% with LD (learning disebilities); 25% have OHD 

(other health impaired); 5% in a small category with mental disorders bordering from 

mild to severe. 

Briefly, I feel this special education teacher has answered all the questions put forth to 

the best of her ability, and has proved her creditability to her profession with the rest of 

the staff, professionals, and parents. She demonstrated her efforts, determination, and 
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Svement, 

se, nt tte toobeerve the clasroom activities and leering enviroment within 
‘wo hour period. Here is what I observed: 
Pee ar et ei ty wr stig it etn 

sna more boys than girls present. This docs not necessarily suggest that boys 

than girls are put into special education. ‘Their names were Matt, Chloe, Nate, 
Kelsey, Julian, and Nick. 
The agenda,was to test their reading and letter sounding sbilities in association with 

Spelling, word placement, and listening to particular instructions from the teacher in a 

time-tested fashion, The kids began with a story titled, RONS SOCKS. They were 
instructed to count down the lines in a paragraph where the next student would begin 
reading. Then underline the beginning word which was ‘if’. Each student took their tum 
reading out loud in the group. In general, the pace was slow to moderate. In reference to 
the words themselves, I did not deteot any significant reading problem These kids | 
Seemed to have a mild problem with sound and word connections if the word was not 

recognizable to them or the letter sound itself 
A girl named Kelsey tended to pause often when reading. She took a slower time 

when reading out loud. The teacher had Kelsey repeat a few words that she had trouble 
responding to. I felt she still did a good job because she put her effort into her reading. 

Another girl, Chloe, read aloud and stopped at the next ‘if as was instructed of her. She 
made one mistake in her reading, but I felt she was a fluent and avid reader. 

A boy named Matt made two mistakes in his reading aloud and was a slower reader. 

He was trying to prevent any mistakes occurring by reading slowly. He still did well for 

his efforts. 

At the end of the story, the teacher was testing their understanding of RONS SOCKS 

through the process of comprehension. She would ask them to repeat some key elements 

in the story or mention important items that helped to build the story’s plot. An example 

was when she asked the kids why Ron’s sister has shells in her socks, and the kids would 

respond. One said Ron’s sisterput on Ron’s socks to wear and the shells were previously 



Stored inside ‘ 

_ The 

teacher thes ne nant was for the kids to write words based 
on their sound alone. The 

RE, SSked how the kids did. Kelsey wrote down the letter “R” for the “er” sound. 
te eae eras how sho interpreted the connection. The next task was 

— had to write the words the way the teacher said them. Kelsey got the word 

. When the ny tamed Julian forgot the second ‘o’ in the word 

nasigtin ss ge | was over, the kids were asked to put their reading and writing 

ents away in their binders. I noticed that most of the binders had organized 

fee an rinin subjects. [Fhis learning tool for class instruction and self-organization 
a ust with kids in special education] The teacher gave out a couple of excellent effort 

wards to some. Chloe was pleased to receive hers. [Praise and awards are also 

necessary for self-worth and continuance of academic achievement] The kids also 
Pronounced, spelled, repeated, and wrote words that the teacher gave them. (This is for 

Self-emphasis on word and sound connections) 

The room presented an organized and functional atmosphere. The chalkboard had 

better and vowel sounding charts attached. There was excellent Bigs : usage of word ; 
association and chunking for mnemonics and/or phonological-phonemic awareness. Big 

and easy to see posters or words, numbers, class rules, and directives in various colors 

hung on the wall. Shelves designated for class assignments, instruction books, learning 
tools were in the room and access was easily obtained. I noticed a closet rack for the kids 

to put their personal belongings. An exercise bike, playroom with bouncy ball, a sink to 

wash hands, two teachers desks, a computer, etc. were in the room, and a birthday chart 

hung on the wall displaying the birthdays of each student. (This was good for their self- 

esteem) 

Having studied the classroom environment carefully, I have the confidence to safely 

say that this special education room satisfactorily met the required IEP standards. 1 

believe the same applies to the classroom instruction as well. Based on teaching methods 

conducted and their effects on the kids performance and participation at hand, 1 believe 

Highland Terrace Elementary’s special education learning environment is appropriate 

and beneficial for all kids with disabilities. 



I enjoyed my visit to Highland Terrace Elementary School. 1 found the school’s 
Special education System to be acceptable, supportive, innovative, creative, 
knowledgeable. helpful, and most of all, team-oriented through the staff and paret 

alike. This is an important quality for maintenance of penne -~ ~ 
by kids with disabilities. Teachers must also be ceed 

hing strategies, understanding of individual needs and the par “7 which has become a haven for successful learni _ ™ - 
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Pecial Education 125 

Gift —_ 

The ch : 
apter on Gifted and talented students was appealing to Me. 

| gained in S sight and knowledge in the depths of-controversies and 

discrepancies * 
applied by opposing points of view as to the importance “of 

Gifted ed j : ucation in general education curriculums. 

O iti : Pposition towards Gifted education supplied the following to why 

Gifted an i and talented applied gqurriculums hinder and prevail negatively 

withi - — 
n certain subgroups of individuals in American mainstreams of 

dominant 
Soci : ety. Such factors include: standardized tests in a singular, 

Cc i ultured format-which someone of another culture might not relate to 

d kids 
and unjustly mask their true potential of their gift or talent. Secon 

on services and 
with disabilities are overrepresented in special educati 

-which is a violation of 
are underrepresented in gifted education services 

a free and appropriate 
their individual rights and does not constitute 

environment.Catagorized as “twice exceptional students.” 

Gifted females presented an exploited issue as to 

ious issues at hand in relation to this topic 

it's place 

in Gifted education. Var 

ptance of talent and/or gift in an 

concern:female equality and acce 
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“duivalant manner to a male gifted student, the problems addressed, 

ideas and approaches for appropriate curriculum-based instruction for 

females to develop their gifted abilities into talents,etc. 

Educational procedures, approaches and activities instructed and 

adopted into the basis of Gifted education for all people involves three 
methods: 1)enrichment, 2)acceleration and 3)eclectic. Within these three 

founding “Pproaches to curriculum production and achievement for kids 

with more profound abilities in academics, leadership skills and other 
abilities-sets the Standard for motivation, development and acceptance 

Of their skills. 

This can be achieved through the following areas: Independant study, 

rates, 
differential curriculum based instruction for individual learning 

Ss, devices. 
interdisciplinary instruction-wide arrays of learning method 

for (ita Pe es ee, Se 



I. NUMERAIS ARE THE CHARACTERS OF 

0.1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8.9. 

2. NUMBERS ARE THE COMBINATION OF THE 

NUMERALS THAT WE REFER TO AS NUMBERS 

_ 3. THE ARABS, PERHAPS PHOENECIANS, DEVISED THE 

GEOMETRIC EXPRESSIVE SYSTEM OF NUMERALS 

FROM ANGLES. TODAY, THE ANGLES HAVE BEEN 

REFINED WITH ROUNDNESS. 

4. IF WE WATCH YOUNG CHILDREN DRAW, THEY 

WILL START WITH A STRAIGHT LINE AND THEN 

VARY THAT LINE WITH ZIG ZAGS. _ 

5. AS TEACHERS WE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO USE 

THE WORD “ANGLE” WHEN VIEWING CHILDRENS 

WORK. 

6. WE CAN USE “ANGLE” IN ART, LETTERING, AND 

OTHER FORMS OF EDUCATION AND THE STUDENT 

WILL PICK UP THE LOGIC FROM EACH SCENARIO 



| J 4, 2011: 
Introductions: €xplanations; syllabus. 

January 6, 2011; 

Discussing Vygotsky and his view on developing and educating children. And, Piaget and bis 
“IGW Of Cognitive growth and mental processing. Piaget as follows in his categorization: 

“Piaget: sensory motor thought processing from 0 to 3. 
" Piaget: age 3 to 6 is pre-operational where children put beginning reasoning with 

function in forms of play and literacy learning. 

Children as a group and individually go through levels of cognitive development and the 

application of the cognitive development from age 0 to 6 and behond. With their daily 

comprehension of literate activities, symbolic measurement is shown in the Zone of Proximal 

Development. Such an assessment is a valuable resource and tool. 

The child’s ability to relate to mathematical concepts and how to interpret the language of 
math is encouraged and developed through the social setting of a classroom. The classroom 

allows for the scaffolding of concepts, allows for reinforcement of terms and variables, logic, 
and reasoning. (Scaffolding in math is critical in my view.) 

Games were introduced on Thursday, January 6. Games, in my opinion, provide the visual 

Lemania ee a Cee ee, ey Te ee a ee ee, a ea ee ae 



Pleces 

Pile of ae players. One player uses one pile of color; the other a different 

“Omer Of one piece "SeS Color piles to build angles upon each other but only where the 

the board played buidd nn tne Mt Piece forthe next coor pile The pieces on 
vertical or diagonal lines for each player’s pile. 

The ty 

he board en MH th vera ad dguaps of ach player veal msc 

Piece still has to have d,, sre Showed to intersect as red wit yellow but each player’s own 

Previous pla a ° ir playing piece be in a position that is featured at the comer of their 

ili piece. Eventually players run out of space and cannot continue. Game 

nines strategy, angles, logic, shapes, etc. 

SET is game usi 

This . ° § cards with various pattems. It is played to solve various correlations. 

Same uses reasoning, logic, strategy to implement play activity. 

QUESTIONS I HAD: None at this time. 

HOW MIGHT I USE THIS WITH CHILDREN?: | 
I would assess a child’s attention span, retention span «ii his/her literacy and communication 
by observation. Note taking done. I would converse in a circular fashion to find each child’s 
comfort Zone in mathematics. Upon reaching that point I would approach that child through 
his mathmatical comfort zone (zone of learning concepts) and start the building of concepts 

using various methods that children are receptive to. The best thing to do is constantly 

encourage over and over and reinforce confidence because each step is progress for a child. 

A slow child may all of a suddent see the light and zoom ahead because of scaffolding and 

reinforcement and encouragement. 



CLINICAL LOG | and II 

How many white €ggs in the neste 

How many green eggs in the nest2 

How many ©ggs are there altogether? 



Warnick. Carolyn 

Education 1] 8 

fanvary 18, 29); 

Portfolio... 

Topic: Expression of Math Formulas 

S 
Ummary of Main Concepts: 
We leam . 

hands-on coro to view math concepts as it relates to applied physical or 

functions. Exarhples a of Communication within our daily lives and daily 
Ceiling tile: ho S are how to measure fabric for draperies; how to measure for 

measure ens on eny square inches in a foot, square feet in a mile, how to 

map, observing highway mileage signs and what to look for. 

We 
wiiten an — to correlate the sides of a square made of angles (geometry) 

total space of g €qual length and two sides in equal width; how to measure the 

one Gngle and square multiplying length times width. One counts up the row 
at 

the tofal sau multiplies by the first column of the other angle and it provides 

made up ne ccoumaeens sr be viewed abstractly where each small square 

large square. at fit together like a puzzle that then shapes into one 

he owe how to translate number amounts in percent to fracture from 
— ne with numerals zero and one at opposing sides—fitting percent 
F nis where they are measured between zero and one in compatibility. We 
rew three measured lines showing three ways to represent: .50/50%/1/2 or 

-69/69%/9/13 to show how each component relays the same communication. 
Calculator emphasized. 

Questions | had: none at this time. 

How | might use this information working with kids: 

such information would be used in daily activities in order to build upon each 
concept by,repeating, repeating, and repeating until it comes quickly and 
automatically and is understood by the kids. This can easly be worked in with 
any subject from art to science. Kids must have explained +o them that math is 

in everything we do everyday whether we use measuring cups for cooking, 
whether we count the number of nails we need to nail a board, or whether 

planting crops by counting the seeds to be planted. 



lwo 
uld 

Makes porn Kids U o> OF R 

Nd the wie nickel, vt ete with them 
the various parts of money and what 

Ys of canhe dollar, and how many dimes are in a doliar 

If the Class h 
man Os Ceilin Y Squares. 9 squares we can all look up to the ceiling and count off so 

| Would have the ki e 

ne write ie 
g look at the classroom, 

come back fo their 

y tell what he saw. We seco 
alien — within the room. Each kid can 

We could ry n around 
Q 

G tr nd 
nd find the difference on en ch 

ice ea sop watch for each. Then 
run again 

We coul 
track of ue yt tulip bulbs in the Fall...one for 

name, bulb color phase total 
planted. We would mark 

on a chart the child's 

many bloomed how oe when it blooms. We could 
keep track of how 

didn't and make many didn't, which colors bloomed 
more, which colors 

@ up math games with the tulip bulbs using nature 
| 

Paint : 
| 

color chips could be picked up at a
 paint store and used in math games. 

photos into triangles an
d having the kids take 

te each triangle by an inch on
 each side to put 

a unique piece (Pica
sso) or to place a ha

nd 

ve at something unique (Picasso). 

na collage according
 to 

each child with keeping 

Cutting up different newspaper 

their cut up triangles and separa 

the pholo back together to make 

or foot in a different place in a collage to am 

Numbered paint chips on the back can
 be placed! 

number to see what color combinations are arived at. 

Percentages can be 
derived on bulb color, c

ollage colors, 

and much more. The point is t
o show that we use math every sin 

when we look at the clock 
to see what time it is to gO home, we 

are loo 

numerals. 

number blooming 

gle day and 

king at 



Joumal Entry 

Topic: UNIFIX Counting 

Summary Of Math Concepts 

We played a te 
Odd and proce 
have their own 
cubes are stac 
shape. 

Ctical math game using UNIFIX cubes. The cubes were used to 
ss value placement by categorizing the cubes. The plastic cubes 
Stack Color, (one stack is green, one blue, one red, etc.) and the 
ked in one direction. Cubes come in either square or block- 

: . 

ik 5 r ~. 118 group we devised a way to categorize and count a specific 
te 3s unt in rows and we called this Banana Banana Fish (BBF). The next amount 

€ worth in Banana Fish (BF}; and the third amount to be worth in units. 

For example: One stack equals 5 cubes together and that = a BBF; the next 
Stack of less than 5 cubes = a BF; a subsequent stack of cubes would be in a unit 
be called BF. When a BF stack has more cubes and builds to 5 we then call ita 
BBF. We start over by using BF category and unit category. There could be 1 or 2 
Cubes to be equal fo BF and a zero or 1 cube unit. It follows in sequence and 
presents itself as a numerical counting process. 

The game can be played in various aranged pattems using coordinated colors; 

mixed colors; and other combinations. : ie 

Questions | have: None at this time. 

Sr BAe ce bn SOR Bawa “Tha LAs. eles \A/i4+hK ¥iAcD 
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Dachshund Dogs 

Dolly Madison & Abby Adams 

lh a ove two dachshunds that | love very much. They are twins but don't look the 

und 2 as they have differently shaped bodies in many ways. They eat differently. 
personalities are different, one sleeps more than the other. They are 

wonderful dogs but their bodies are fragile. 

Nose: Abby's nose is three inches long. Dolly's nose is 2 inches long. Their Is 

nose is long so they can hunt critters under ground. 

2. Dolly has a large chest that is long and wide. Abby's is more narrow but 

their chest almost hits the ground. The large chest allows them to 

breathe in more air when looking for critters above and below the 

ground. 

3. Both Dolly and Abby have short legs in the front and back. This allows 

them to easily crawl after critters under ground. Their paws are wide 

which allows them to dig fast. 



now 1 4 years old and her tummy hangs down from overeating. She 

Stoma: 
Sh (Tummy). The stomach area should not show any fat. Dolly is 

weigh GMs 15 pounds. Abby controls her eating and she weighs 10 pounds. 

The dachshunds ears are folded over for a very good reason. They 
Inheri ; : €rited their traits from teriers (earth dogs) and hounds (scent dogs) 

prolly) dig and scent dogs smell the dirt to track their cnitters. The 

wireraiies sanitised Abby and Dolly fo listen close to the ground 

Dolly w he =e hear if a critter is living under ground. Both Abby 
and 

The foldi dig a hole or tunnel in the ground to seek out their critters. 

ing ears capture the sound and maintain the sound. Dolly's 

ears are shorter than Abby's ears. 

The long back is a birth defect as the end of the back is three inches 

longer than it should be normally. A normal back would be nine inches. 

aun a long back causes a dachshund to have back problems and 

that is why it is so important to keep a dachshund trim. 

A dachshund has powerful leg muscles. They are thick to be used for 

digging. Dolly's leg muscles are one inch larger on each side than 

Abby's muscles. 

Dachshund tails are used to wam their owner of something happening 

when the hair stands up; the tail signals something is happening when it 

remains straight up or that the dachshund has located prey under 

ground. The tail acts as a steering rudder allowing the dog, when 

running, to tum left or right. It allows for balance in the water when Ga 

dachshund is swimming. 



Gr Ade/Age level: 

Math "ee 
size, ie Addin 

Qnd A 

g 

oe subtracting. Using language such as longer. shorter, 

Hove Story problem 
language such as if Doll

y is twelve inches 

S, how much shorter is Abby. 

ight, len length 
Dby Is ten in 

Materiq} 
. S: Colorful 
iudgment. Le blocks for counting. May use sting and a ruler for visual 

GOs fo make dachshund. 

e 

> 

> 

> 

> 

To build a 
dog thaf dachshund dog to resemble Dolly and to build a dachshund 

Ask the eee Abby out of Legos. 

If the ora which size Legos they think is the 
best to use and why. 

Ask the aan choose different sizes, ask why they chose the different sizes. 

di ildren to compare the size of Dolly to Abby and describe 
what is 

ifferent in each dog 

Wh . a 
en talking with the children, use the math language as noted in Math 

Goals above. 
Ww on with the children to connect the dots such as matching the Legos 

nd working with size and length. Ask the connecting questions so that 

the child leas to build r j 
upon his dachshund creation and why something 

works well and maybe something else does not. : 

Iwo children to compare their dachshund that will show various 

differences, and use math language with the children when reviewing 

each dog. 

After completion, allow imaginary time to create their own dachshund or 

a dog of their choice. This is done after they understand various terms 

such as longer, wider, shorter, trimmer. A Power Point showing of different 

dogs would be fun and then the children can have free time to create 

their own dog of choice using the same skills as with making a Dolly and 

Abby. 

The imaginary part is a follow-through on what thev have learned. 

Assessment of Learning: 

+ 
of projects. (Flip available for one 

the name of the student but 

e student. 

Use Flip camera for unobtrusive taping 

hour of taping.) Talk while filming using 

keeping the camera on the work and not th 



+ Look at teamwork or if one dominates the other so that one child Is 
UNable to Participate. 

| * Take Cigital Photo; download; print out for portfolio. ; Use + This Project should be filed in a category specific to its topic genre. 
running [commentary for clear explanatory reasons. + Final photos of Sach, group can in posted on the wall. Each group can ASSIQN itself its Own name to have fun. For example, one group can call 
themselves ‘The Woofies” for fun. Compliment ©ach group. Praise works wonders in kids. 
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Joumal Log 

Topic: M - Measure y urement comparisons of mathematical gaming rods and cubes 

We | 
Certain am aN terminology in how to classify and analyze how 

a 

example, one is ec thi and rods can be different from one another. For 

They are both compri ed as Cuisenaire rods and the other is called unifix cubes. 

Structure apparat Pised as a set of tools or gaming pieces to be compiled as a 

dimensional to b us in the math counting games. Both rods and cubes are three 

© be played manually and they both go one way because 
of the 

way the or ; 
y are built for playing a game. For example, up or down or 

Perpendicular. 

Ro ; 
. 

ds come in one color and cannot be constructed into a length for playing. 

s though not shapes. in 

unifx 
Th i i sont cubes have many colors and in a variety of size 

guistic terminology it is what is termed as discrete versus continuous. The 

cubes are discrete in that their size and length is built-in whereas the rods are 

one length. 

i observed in class ‘how to’ video dating back to the 1990's how unifix 

cubes are used by both teach i i iable ways; 

how unifix cubes Gre in groups ‘of a8 ene Al orany ‘are BR YorRS - 

teacher's hand: how many are left over, etc. 

A variety of first and second grade bo
ys and girls were interviewed and 

shown interacting with a teacher to assess mathematical reasoning skills and 

erical reasoning and to deduct 
how they understood the process of num 

nd why they arrived ai their answer. For 

roup; individually; if they saw through a systematic approach of how a 

example, how they arived at an answer asag 

patterns; if the activity made sense to them: if they struggjed according to their 

teache: in her observance. 

ould engage the children in 

.10W | might use this working with children: lw 

cuisanaire rods versus unifix cubes and compare 
how many of each would it 

take in different lengths to build a structure. 
a 

- 

‘7 L 

~ 
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Joumal Log 

Estimating by Containing 
SU mMmary of Main Concepis: 

We le 
irene inaaee lo Pdi pe in the abstract by seeing and estimating how 

which also cont contained a sizeable sample of toys compared to another jar 
be the site wie ane a sizeable sample of toys as well. Both jars appeared to 

objects in the F © with an equal portion of small toy objects (also by holding 

© hand as Well) residing in each jar. 

spr small foy plastic bears and one jar contained plastic balls. 

Compared t a reasoning when assessing the amount of objects in one jar 

th ig ns mee of the jar being compared to the other jar's objects...and 

© second jar by sizeable estimation. 

We students used what we termed an "educated" guess to compare and 
contrast which in itself became a form of deductive reasoning. We poured the 
Objects out of each jar and counted in groups of five or ten. Some students 
€ducated guesses matched or were close to matching the correct number 
within the jars. _ ; - Poe . yon: 

Yestions: None at this time.~ ee met ame 
‘ail eos td . : om, ts : ae ee 

— 

How | Might Use This Working “ith Children: | would use the math linguistic 
language to connect with the children to get their attention. | would use humor 

attached to the objects in the jar such as “itty bitty bears in the jar” or “silly 

looking bugs in a jar’. Fun verbal sounds such as "buzz" or “airplane” sounds for 
= sp 8 . 8 « A oie =o wos cc oe esc: sea: JERE =: 
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Joumal Entry 

, = Symmetrical Proportions Oo bee 

n° oe how to look at symmetry through abstract symmetrical proportions 

Our hae Oe of sizes and shapes of various angles in a pattem formation. 

| “St Cor had us students use two color sheets of origami paper and each 

vs Were directed to instructed to fold the paper to indicate where to make a 

Snape along ttie folded lines of the paper...and then cut a shape out along a 
Particular folded line. 

We were using copying tactics using the teacher's example coupled with spatial 
‘easoning after viewing the instructor's angle of holding and folding a shape. We 
viewed and performed the step by steps. We viewed and copied the instructors 
step to define shape. 

Pe After all our shapes were cut out of our paper from a set pattern, we then 
~~ Made them into abstract angular pieces of art. We then glued our pattems onto 

a piece of construction paper. 

Questions: None at this time. 

How | Might Use This Working With Children: 

Doing 6rigami is not only a mathematical art form (as can be seen in art 

designs) it is just a wonderful experience to be so creative through viewing the 

development of an art object. Comparing origami to natural elements that we 

view all around us reinforces patterns and symmetry that exists in nature. 

If doing a field trip, | would ask the children to point out patterns. This can be 

\ done in the garden as well or at garden centers. Such association opens a 

whole new way of looking at the world for the child and expands his/her 

’ horizons. Sizes, shapes, angles, multiples, duplicates, sameness and more make 

\ the child aware of what math is about and how it affects our daily life. 
4 

i 5 s Sy of . 

= “ - 4 

. 
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Clinical Log 

Papel Picado 

Josh and Kate are two of my Sunday School students and | obtained the Permission of their mother to do two small exercises at the end of class. | was 
Concemed about their attention span as they just finished small religious . 
Projects. So | chose two smaller Family Math for Young Children projects to fit in 
OPPropriately with their schedule. Pages 44-45 for Papel Picado. 

| Chose Josh for P apel Picado for no particular reason. | explained that he would 
be cutting out designs with paper and it is called Papel Picado. | explained that 
we would use one piece of paper, that it would be folded, scissors would be 
Used fo Cut out designs, and that we would then look at the designs to see if we 
could recognized different and same cutout designs and explain what we saw. 

| did my design first and Josh and | discussed what we saw. Josh then carefully 
folded his paper (he ig six), and then | handed him a pair of children's scissors 

h é—with which to cut the designs. Josh started cutting and making large cuts. He 
was content to cut but was not interested in pursuing any sort of artistry. He 
followed the instructions of trying to cut out triangles and other angles so that he 

could see the result when the design was pulled apart to display: | explained . 
that when he would pull the design apart that he should see the same design in 

equal parts because of the equal folds that he made with the paper. 

Josh finished with his cutting and he carefully pulled each section fo reveal his 



Ord, | nj | 
Paper co 4 ed his desi oO Ss de 
helptyy he ' the Sivindhakey an the wall with

 a backdrop of colored piece of 

Will Use that in th ould be seen in contrast. | found that to be mos! 

e future. | gave the design to Josh to take home. 
Becg 

USE Of the f e time ele ment, there wasn't a great deal of time for reflection with Josh 
bet . However. be 

ask a between iemlact ws was a one
 on one with Josh it establishes a 

Stions or to just talk and child and | believe makes the child free fo 

AS for attemptin 9 a parti 
“ge of doing a pa gg pattem, | didn't decipher that Josh thought 

in 

- He was interes isa | safSI cutting. He was interested in what it would look: 

Accurately and follo . finding patterns and did that quickly. He counted 

because of his age he instructions. Artistry was not involved and that may be 

Notes about his ¢ /or gender at this stage. If | were a teacher | would take 

interest. °° Pproaches, accuracy on counting, pattem recognition, and , 

This type or pro ee | ae 

with a eel ech of pattern artistry, should be posted on the 
board 

the board to display th — Each Papel Picado could be hung on a siing on 

further and do a aml vi way it is shown in our book. We could take it a step 

= meat trays. What | cou odge of the designs us
ing large and clean Styrofoa

m 

Sd vencbie temo! ould do is use this pattem recognition project and tum tt into 

art. It preserves the project for use or for a keepsake. Fun. 

MAKE - A - PAIR 

oung Children has a section 
Pages 100 through 104 of our Family Math for Y 

rds with 
illed, Make - A - Pair. | ran copies of cards and had Kate cut out the ca 

scissors for children while | worked with and watched Josh. When finished | 

tumed my attention fo_ Kate who had just finished her cutting. The timing worked 

z okay for both students because of the type of projects for each child. 

nd lay them down in a "rectangular'’ pile. | 

g the shape to Kate. Because Kaie was 

ht cards only. This allowed for enough 

| had Kate mix her cut up cards a 

explained ‘rectangular’ by showin 

slightly younger than Josh | used eig 

~~ patterns in the allotted fime we 
had to do this project. 

e and tum it face up to show the 

| asked Kate to choose one card from
 the pil 

design. It showed two hearts. | chose a card. and turned it face up. It showed 

one pair of scissors. Kate p
erformed the same function again. Her car

d 

matched my "scissors" card and | explained to Kate she could remo
ve both 



Cards toh 
€r sida 

Nu : _e | wa 
: 

ihe Pattem, eth Ra see if she was carefully examining each card 
for 

a Added €ach dee, ems, shape of pattem, and counting of pattems. We 

verb © flowers; the deste to its partner pattem. For example, one card 

ally and on her finger. flowers. Two plus two equals four. She counted 

game to More secure j work one on one for a beginner or one who needs to feel 

and it can Guten and counting. It allows for questions with one on one 

er age but | think pnd to "connect" pattems and counting. Kate did fine for 

AGE as Josh Was doi ¥ —— have enjoyed cutting out patterns for a younger 

Olng for his age. Kate likes to cut things up in Sunday School. 

l realized ¢ ; 

because antans a Math book can be adapted easily to many things 

my Sunday Schoo} oa we do. What | can do is adapt both projects to 

singular and readlialee sses. For example, the cut out cards of biblical figures 

biblical: pattem reco one apply the Make A Pair instructions. It's a game; 

gnition. | will try this in the future. 

| di : 

tae al remembering the placement of each card. | wanted to 

udiasd learns tee first time around. She did not. That was fine as | didn't 

wos ebbing owe, IS was the first lime playing this card game. Because time 

decipher her me we did not have ime to play the game over so that | could 

anil te pa em recognition. But this was a start. If this were a regular class, | 

ave each child take their cards and place them back into a used card 

pack cover and have in their cubby for future learning. This cards would be 

expanded to include more cards. As a teacher | would take notes and convert 

the notes in Word to a prescribed format for placement into the child's portfolio. 

lf a child's parent allows it, emails can be sent for updating parents on working 

on pattern recognition and counting at home for a short time each day. If this 

turns out to improve or help their child, the parent should be praised for helping. 

| would reverse the project with Kate and Josh to decipher gender differences, If 

any, in pattern recognition possibilities, or gender interest. Since each child is 

different, | could stumble upon a different way that the cnild is looking at 

patterns and why. Early childhood intervention | feel is critical to guide the child 

effectively in math. 



We can do 

ze , nd compare s 

the Srocery store Setup with jars: look for ee 2 the weight. As a 

and Qantity to secure the best “deal”. All of us could es 
treat, | Would use Gummy Bears SO Much and other f permissi it would be her wigglies, if permissible, as i 

o 
M. Colortul, [Nd a neat treat at the end. This is a great ©xercise to do d down. Do the same for the n ©stimating Comes naturally Csteem and slower Children 

j to mark it aily with one concept at a — Se ied 
tthe p day and so forth. Ge poise 

el scaly accurately. Students will pany ake 
may have the connections come 

HEH 
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organized by
 size and col

or with a pil
e and set of

 cuisenaire 

rst reading 

How I might use t
his working 

with children
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| would use a
 fundamental

 approach to
 communicati

ng Benny 's P
ennies by fi

 

wer session. 
As their ceac

her | would 
initiate 4 
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: d loration an 
and thoughts to fruition are the building blocks that allow f own portfolio of learning 
insight into math. It sounds like fun to me and it enhances my 
for succeeding classes of students. 
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Topic: Mathematical Configurations 

Summary of Main Concepts 

Last Thu 

addition and ieee 
how to reconfigure mathematical 

problems such as 

columns, and by add on just by transfering numbers 
around in the one’s and ten’s 

) : i 
: 

ng and subtracting by an estimated 
number sense in the ten’s 

basic 

column. 

_ Afterward we reco 

her questioni 
nfigured an assor

tment of basic problems 
with our professor 

plus 

hing o 
P . 

g of our reasoning 
and logic for the

 ways we moved
 numbers arou

nd to 

m where 
owe ae _ we watched a video of an early education classroo

 

sstiedhithaen aed m : ual oate
er questioned their students about the reasoning

 

sions referencing one particular ma
thematical equation. For 

example, the problem could be adding two numbers such as 24 and 37 with the 

equation of 61. If you estimate that 24 derives from 20, and 37 d
erives from 30...in the 

gether and the answer 
derived is 50. 

tens column...then add those two estimates to 

Add 50 to 11 and the 
answer is 61. 

Then add 4 plus 7 to obtain the answer of 11. 

s 25 plus 36. Add the t
ens estimate 

d be 50. Add the one’s 
so 

ne can add 5 plus 

plus 30 in 

Or...make the 4 a 5 and make the 7 a 6. This 
provide 

s from 20 and 36 comes from 30. That woul 

0 to 11 which equals 61. 
Additionally, 0 

ten’s column and then es
timate 20 

ch equals 55 plus 141 an
d itis 66. 

550 plus 5 and 6 

where 25 come 

that 5 plus 6 equals 11. Add 5 

6 to get 11 and add 2 plus 3
 to get 5 in the 

ch equals 50. Then add 
5 to 50 whi 

1. Or...have 20 plus 30 wh
ich equal 

chis 61. Or...50 plus 2 plus 3 pl
us 6 

ch equals 61. it 

the ten’s column whi 

Subtract 5 from 66 which equals
 6 

which equals 66 minu
s 5 whi 

from the one’s column 

us 2 plus 3 plus 6 minu
s 5 whi 

equals 61. We could continu
e with 55 pl 

continues as we can see. 



ight Use Thi ing With Children: orking with kids. The 

= 

if in w 
ae listings are the Previous pag vides multiple ideas in € pro 

: d to hildren an ongst the c 

Point is to establish a solig foundation of understanding am 
that they dings so isunderstan 

ask and answer any and all questions...and go over any mi are not lost. 

ional their exceptio . . n expand 

Then we would work individually so that individual minds ca see em itteianmaiibilien 
in 

way by performing the same or similar functions. Help will ™ t another child for sis 
th h reaches Parity. Kids that understand faster sie mn ship in the faster child. 

at each rea . 
| Sila 

des early hild. It also provi 
esteem reasons of the slower c 
Develops her/him. 

build ; itation and to Then cl i liminate hesita , . 
ith simi ctions to help e iad 

tasks with similar fun oe wor 

n he teacher will learn what works and doe work w nd how 
understanding. The tea 

children will react to each function. 

ame imati d apply the s i estimating an to using objects for counting and dvance We then coulda 

; do : istance, is to d visual assi ario. An exam hich I think works for those who nee sccieneieiintiets 
: le whic 

, Seaman 

ietshemeenn tudents representing various objects st thasbieein. tit ecxialtl 
s S 

| 

eee on ide another form of connecting wi 3 Vi “stage” to pro around on “s 

portfolio. 
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Measure Probability Soectrum 

summary of Main Concepts: 

We learned through the lens of theoretical analysis to measure and analyz 
deductive reasoning - a selective placement of words on a probability 

spectrum according to their respective interpretative meaning when 
Consequentially used in a dialog. 

e vid 

The instructor drew a metric line and we clapped upon instr uction by her fo 

indicate a "point of distance" on the line where we, as students. thought the : 

word should be measured in value to how it would be used in a sentence. -" 

measurable words included "impossible" which, as students, we assessed ¥ Z 

decided it should be placed at the right hand side of the probability specirurn. 

We measured additional words that were thematically measured in probability 

including "possibly" and "probably". Such words were evaluated as ta 

closer to certain...and the word "believable" was actually closer to maybe. S 

latter was considered at the halfway point or placement in — snd 

Improbable” and “unlikely” were deemed closer to interpretative value 

meaning alongside impossible. 

How | would use this working with children: 

| es 

| would apply this knowledge fo working with board, card, and sire
 

with children. | would also use this knowledge In periei Se eels atl 

] ‘Idren assess through probability wna , 
projects and have the chi 

ae mean tha 

An example would be: mo 
happen as a result or consequence. 

Xe 7 3 , 

sent of certain flowers or vegetables within the educational environmen 
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CLINICAL LOG Foam Pieces - Counters 
- al 

aoe with — for this Clinical log. She was the child with whom | worked oak 

AS Count on. Where is the Button? We used foam pieces that were —— 

Side of SS and each foam piece had one side of one color and the opposi 
2 ELANCE Color. This was an easy to see color combination. 

I started out by just Chatting with Tovi and asking her to tell me what color was . ©n each side of g foam piece. This would point out if she were color blind, and if SO We would make adjustments to the game. Tovi was not color blind as if ; turned out. 
=) 

that one of the foam pieces would be yellow and the other piece would be red. We tossed a few limes to see how many times a 50/50 occurrence happened. | wanted her to visually see and dialog with me what she saw. We performed this 
same function ten times and then counted and wrote down how many limes 
the two foam pieces landed as alll yellow; all red; and all yellow-red. This is a 
game of active vocal communication combined with learming probability of 
Chance and it kept the attention of Tovi. 

We then increased the number of foam pieces, decreased the number of tosses 
into the air for attention span reasons but enough for Tovi to understand and — 
reason. As we increased the number of foam pieces (counters) she could 
visually see how many landed in red and how many landed in yellow. | asked 
a eS ip ee Pe 1] 4 



The More é 
Showeq Pr canoes We used, t , tossed into the air, and watched them land, 

Os we nges in pr ili Pe Oba 
Ontinued ang wt Aan hitty/ seventy-five or 25/seventy-five. We talked 

sked if there was more of one color landing than 

“nother co 
Pattere se nat the 
cia in theory. W babi i a a pattern 

of order or sequential order of 

work an being a one-sided oa 
the least likely happening 

was that of all 

d recognize the Olor...no matter what color. | watched Tovi's eyes 

We discovered th tt Probability of order in this particular game. 

USi a 
fifty; Only two sistas cae 

an even chance of all one color landing when 

seventy-five sans en using four counters we deducted there was © 

e. The more pieces used, Tovi was able to deduct that 
ther © was | Ess probabil 
CO * ~* 

abili 

4 

Mbination of sacaen of all colors landing the same versus o color 

Ma 
Stermind - Jungle Version . 

Various colore ; 

game and Sconeaas such as a gorilla, hippo, lion were used on a board 

thes carrie: cafternes . of red or white animals were used for scoring. | explained 

excitrined tha eccie isually looked at each animal and its color and we each 

placement and ie Wa as well. We exa
mined the jungle board for peg 

Pra ceameliiorve-his Tere ne .
 ow went over the process

 of the game followed by 

understood. late Be! she understood what we woul
d be doing. she 

o explained that as we play the game over and over We 

the 
eventually will spot 

pot pattems more easly hws nals fee 19 Kee Plouns 
game for attention span reasons, 

r combination animals on the boa
rd 

we each took turns. Tovi placed her colo 

hidden from me. | then attempted to put on my side of the boa
rd what | 

thought her color combi
nation was and In what order. Mastermind Is really a 

mind activating game as tt keeps your attention 
and has a way of energizing a 

person to really think of the 
seyuential order. if one obtains the same color 

combination, it Is scored with a white peg: it one obtains the order of 
the color 

combination, it is scored with a re
d peg...which count

s more or have more 

numerical value. 

d the role of havi
ng to Ques 

ach the game a 

ld switch place
s. 

nation as | felt that w
as the 

s Tovi's color comb
i 

n if her attention 
span Was 

1 
o | playe 

best way to appro 
s it was easier. The 

in tact, then we
 CO 



and fifty percen
t 

f 

g in white. When f - 

oe insite ES e 
game, | tried

 to guess Tovi's choice
 of colors 

rived at two pegs of white versus fifty percent of one Pe 

e proper or
der of color 

ite noticeab
le as Tovi 

This wa S SO vi . 
combina for Tovi to see. | also did not achieve th 

and thereby did not obtain a red peg.- Qu 

of colors and
 ask why \ 

ed me that Tovi's 

h jungle 

Pointed out. 

Tovi sa 

coulis ani = color and would look at my choice 

brain was enga ee
 colors Sak color combin

ation. It show 

animals made P
i ane following along. | do think that playing wit 

/ Case. Tovi would ae ti
e interes = well

 compared to blocks in this particular 

using GueetEoniove
: e hands to point out 

colors to Me and ask me why | kept 

of the board whic
h and over. This showed that To

vi Was engaged on both sides 

figure another 
made for the brain working one

 angle and then 
switching fo 

approach to the other side to the board. 

cal (Mr. Gorilla), and T
ovi Was 

eductive reasoning, 

d more. | can see why 

We : found this very engaging, fun, colorful, vo 

m sure Tovis GS well. 

mamas m pattern recognition, probability, d 

eras izing, sequential order processing, colors an 

game is called Mastermind. It gripped my mind and I 

cectara ae a — Tovi and | played, | didn't switch roles and have Tovi 

rascal e astermind game. Attention span was waning 
and that was 

se we took extra time to explain everything before we ever started. 



5, hundred 's inc
 

thematical 
Topic: Strategic Math

 Worksheet P
roblems 

In class we played with numbers 
in the form of ten’s. one’

 

y. The game
 was pose

d Gs ama 

played with
 G partner. 

We 

ce and whe
n tossed the 

game of logic passing for strateg 

ksheet where 
UPON we 

hether to place ihe 

game problem using a Wor 

board or on ihe 

uy : 
sed two types of dice adding the dots from each di 

U purpose was to use the sum numer and determine W 

aminG 

| order of the 
number i ' ’ the 

ber in one's, ten’s, or hundred's place on he g 

worksheets. This i tia 
sheets. This is a good way to introduce sequen 1 

hu : , ndred's, one’s, and ten’s to children. 

How | would use this working with chilaren 
| would use this working with children 

| would use w ith sim m r m w i 
orksheets with similar formats or gaming scenanos On ho Oo 

} 

level, w ,wema 

cere SEAREREN SA CATION FY Sil | 
| 

ano. 
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“2pic: End of Quarter Schedule and Sequencing Problem of varter Schedule and Sequencing Problem 

Main Concepts 
ASa Class w e previe wed what was on the class whiteboard concemin 
See ehea 

ing our 

nter Q varter schedule. Our instructor discussed what should be 

placed int oko) , 

isareciecn Ur portfolio which will be turned in next week, and how m
any 

e 
: 

wits sequent total wou
ld be included. Then as a class group We played 

ial arrangements using a mathematical worksheet pr 
norman 

ovided by 

ctor. We applied numbers ranging from one to thi -two from the 

result of ar enc a arranging numbers consecutively in sequ 

which 

e and then dete
rmine 

sequential patterns add up to 32. Ape 

tw o's, three's to accomplish this. For example, 

and so forth. This is qm 

rson Could use numbers in 

1+2,2+3, | 424+3,27374 

jought-provok)ng way 
to do a math problem.

 

How | would use this working with children: 

Most children work well within
 a schedule, and those that are not use tO 

focusing on schedules will have an opportuni 

ethic. Schedules | 

ty to leam a valuable work 

essen tension and lessen questions 

Using color with a sched
ul 

of sequential orde
r 

e is most helpful and it provides | 

with subject matter.
 Using color visuall 

categorizing. For example, 

estimation” 

nierest associated 

y shows segments 
and allows for 

green can be scie
nce. Schedules pr

ovide a visual 

of time and allows the child to
 keep track of whe

re he is on his 

daily schedule. 
Combinations of colors can deno

te using math with sc
ience 

For example, yellow and green
. The stu dent would the

n understand that in 



intain 

- 

them to ma 

Science today they will be Using some math skills. It helps specific subject — can also show how much time is spent on 

"i Focus. The co 

s her class performs 

[] 

rea 

ej 
Matter and this allows the teacher to calculate what a 

| 

. ? 
nts using the 

MOst often (EXCEL spreadsheet). It also is a visual for pare S‘Preadshee} Plus class Postings. 

. : on patterns 

| Would have children work on sequentials leading to focusing p @Nd which Should lead to understanding concepts. 

i ians use tt 

! Wonder if working with an Abacus would be helpful for Children. Asi _ 
: i orelin 

from the very beginning for their children. | found this out In another Sh Class by Asking 9vestions of Asian students. 

—~ / language and leamed the counting system whic 
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PURCHASE ORDER REQUEST SUMMATION 

“lassroom age: Five plus 

Decisi 
~€clsion process as follows: The attached purchase order has a variety of 

ie in the form of literature, music, puzzles, cash, dice, 

geomcer P user , microphone, beads, and food. All incorporate logic, number, 

Sih bait pt: algebra, patterns, measurement, probability, adding, and 

Millis, Xz g. All choices will benefit the children in a myriad of mathematical 

- Mere are the choices I made for purchase and why. 

1. Desktop PC: Has 30 challenging activities pre-programmed. Teaches 

math and logic plus additional items. Encourages children to seek 

answers, helps maintain attention span, interaction, quiet thinking. 
Best to use this type of PC for early learning purposes for small 

children. 

2. Sum Swamp Game: Fun taking a trip to a swamp filled with alligators. 

This award winning game uses dice to add and subtract crossing to the 

other side of the swamp. [As someone with personal experience with an 

alligator in Florida many years ago, I would love to preface this game 

with my story told to the children. I think they would really enjoy this as 

a build-up to playing the game.] 

3. Musical Hand Bells: What does this have to do with math? Lots! While 

used musically, I see math in those bells. There are eight bells. Each can 

be numbered. One child can be number one; another number two; and 

so forth. The bells can be numbered. Numbers can be read on a sheet. 

Music comes from ringing the numbers. All sorts of scenarios plus 

music and pretend play using math skills in a multiple of ways. [Future 

progression can be done with a whole note; half-note; quarter-note. 

Fractions in music! ] 

4. Bead Sequencing: This item is for age four and upward but would be 

helpful for those that may have issues with sequencing. This set allows 

for pattern building using pattern cards. Children stack the various 



eee that visually shows sequencing and patterns. A good toy 

establ P visual recognition and develop fast play through 
ablishing mental acuity, 

Therefsve Kids see cash registers in operation frequently. — 

toad ? . working with the machine with fake money allows children 

na mn subtract, hanle money, recognize types of money, associates 

ney with items. A truly fun machine that can be put to use in pretend 

Play with all sorts of math scenarios. 

6. Si 
Sir Cumference and the Great Knight of Angleland: Aterrific book using 

ng literature form. Using angles is the subject. Its purpose is to 
ies arize children with terms through literature. The main character 
in this particular book is Radius. He is the son of Sir Cumference and 

Lady Diameter. Radius comes in contact with dragons (known as Pair of 

Lells), crocodiles, and Radius is in search of a king. He has friends 
known as Pi, Sir Segment, Sir Tangent, and so forth. A delight in reading 

about angles, lines, area, etc. and seeking his quest. Geometry galore. 

7. Alice in Pastaland: A masterful book that uses pasta for solving 40 math 

problems. The book uses the fairy tale as Alice follows the white rabbit 

whereupon she finds Pastaland. [Because this is so fascinating, I have 
enclosed some pages from Pastaland that shows the multitude of math 

used in this book.] 

8. Fraction Pie Puzzles: This is a hands-on puzzle that is for fractions only. 

It visually shows through color foam pieces how to solve puzzles using 

cards as an enhancement. A good source for children that need visual 

assistance. 

9. Kids Microphone: The hand-held microphone, while not math itself, is 

something that can be utilized using math. For example, passing the 

microphone around to each child to answer a math question (develops, 

hopefully, self-esteem); can be used in pretend play; can be used in 

front of the class explaining math problems to their fellow students. 

Develops speaking skills and presentations skills at the same time. 

Unique. 

10. Head of Numbers: Old Einstein in a Mug with a head full of dice. 

Children like to shake and toss items. Therefore, why not use something 

silly to entice using 0 - 9 dice to form math equations with answers. The 



dice are contained within the head for easy keeping and it provides a 
Source of conversation while sitting on a shelf looking out at the class. A 

teacher could Say, “What would Einstein say?”, use the microphone, and 
have fun. Comes with shaker, dice, cards, sand timer, and guide. Ready 

to go! 



From 

Pasta Math Problem Solving 

for Alice in Pastaland: 

£0 Activities to Connect Math and Literature 

When Alice pursues a white rabbit, she finds a Wonderland where 

the common denominator is pasta. This parody of the classic tale 

includes arithmetic loaded with pastabilities. 
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Quantum Cat’s Collection 
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Making a Pasta Clock 

Computing Elapsed Time 

Measuring Feet and Inches 
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j The Math Hatter's Hat 
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For more fun learning activities for Alice in Pastaland, 

order Pasta Math Problem Solving. 
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1-57091-154-1. $9.95. 

o \ VWW charlesbridge.com 
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One. to-One Correspondence 
raw f] D 

Owers in should haves aie or five rows on the left side of a paper. Each row 
: ent n IP, daisy, tose, ana antici a m4 flowers. The simplest flowers are the 

. the students to name the flowers. 
fOvide c ; correspond as of different colors or types of pasta that 

Student to take seer of flowers you have drawn. Ask each make rows shows eral pieces from each container, and to use them to 
ng the same number as in the rows of flowers. 

More adv ; an the n ced students might make twice the number, three times umber down the ne a ee of the number of flowers. Have them glue 
colors they cho. €n discuss and compare the various shapes and 

Pasta Partners 

ll ne ape he a handful of pasta pieces in four different shapes 
— a € the students sort their pasta by shape or by color. Ask 
by pairi P each shape or color in a row. They can make pasta partners 

Pairing different shapes or colors. For example, you might ask them t : ° © put each red piece with a blue partner. Then have them make Partners of two other colors. 

Matching Shapes and Patterns 

Hand out strands of spaghetti for making straight-sided shapes such 
as squares, rectangles, and triangles. Have the students glue the shapes 
to colored construction paper. Ask them to count the edges of the shape 
and glue that number of macaroni in the center. 

= 
For more fun learning activities for Alice in Pastaland, 

order Pasta Math Problem Solving. 1-57091-154-1. $9.95. 
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‘=t Charlesbridge © 85 Main Street ¢ Watertown, MA 02472 ¢ (800) 225-3214 
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PAST . 
ALAND POST OFRICE AND COUNTING ACTIVITIES 

The Pastaland Post Office 

flex me Hout copies of “Pastaland Post Office.” Ask each student to 
Offic and cut out one to three stamps. Provide a box labeled The Post 

Hav for the finished stamps. 
to a aa each student cut out and fold the postcard and write a message 

pro Ree Show students how to address the postcards in the 

town ay with the name of the person, the school, the street, the 
varios e two-letter state abbreviation and the zip code. Appoint 

of th S post office workers to sell stamps. Allow students to buy one 

elrown stamps using pasta as money. Appoint other students to 
Saver the mail. When time permits, have students write other cards 
© use the remaining stamps. 

Schoolhouse Counting 

' Have students draw a schoolhouse with a big door, or draw one, as 
+; Own, to copy and hand out. Have students use their Pasta Number 
Ooks or make Strips of numbers 1 through 12. Give each student a cup 

Of small pasta. Explain that there are zero people inside the 
schoolhouse. 

Tell a story about children entering the school in the morning. 
When you describe a group of children arriving, have the students place 

One piece of pasta on the corresponding numeral in their number 
books, or on the number strip. Then ask the students to put one piece 
of pasta in the picture to represent each child who entered. 

Pasta Rhythm Shakers 

Have one-third of the class make tambourines by stapling together 
the edges of two plates with 12 pieces of pasta inside. Another third of 
the class might make maracas out of paper cups with paper taped over 
the top and 12 pieces of pasta inside. Have the rest of the students 
make rainsticks from paper towel tubes with the ends covered with tape 
and 12 pieces of pasta inside. The students could decorate their pasta 
shakers using markers or cut-paper designs. 

Play songs and have the students sing while using their instruments 
as accompaniment. Songs such as “My Country, ‘Tis of Thee” and “On 
Top of Spaghetti” have three beats to a measure, but many common 
tunes have four beats to a measure, such as “America the Beautiful” and 

“Yankee Doodle Dandy.” 

For more fun learning activities for Alice in Pastaland, 
order Pasta Math Problem Solving. 1-57091-154-1. $9.95. 

=the —— —— ~ 



AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT AND ENGAGEMENT 

: ability to respond to and cope with positive -— 

: process 

growing recognition of one’s impart ee ively with others 
and responsibility to others, as well as the and opportunity to work 

organizational 

across a number of areas—not just Development happens 

physical, and many others. While development and 

~~ areas, this doesn't mean that these areas are 
distinct or unrelated. tn fact, 

overlapping. This list is meant only to give 
a sense of the range of tasks in which young 

People are 

involved as they grow and learn. 

an 

; aL “Preventing Problems, Promoting Development, Encouraging Engagement 

from Karen Pittman, Menies iby. < Scraegics, Inc. (2001): p. 9. Based upon K- 

www. forumforyouthinvesmment org. 
Source: Reprinted 

<a Priositics lnscparable Goals?” The Forum for Youth Invesument, Impact 

Piomen are M. chy “Prvcting Problems or Promoting Development” (1996) Avaabie online st woreorusnfoc7o! 



ol i 5 — ; d daughter with no coat and no shoes on. The police took her to a hospital where she 
Stayed for the obligatory two weeks. 

The State has taken control of her life to an extent and she is functioning fine...at 

the moment. However, I suspect that since the State is trying to remove people from the 

welfare rolls, and have given notice to that affect, a crisis will eventually come forth. She 

simply is not capable of working with the responsibility of raising two children and with 

no family support available. Her family remains aloof because of the pain that she caused 

them many years ago. | 

With the above information about the mother, the young son from toddler age to 

present, has matured beyond his years, realizes his mother's problems are 
serious, and he 

has gone through dad in, dad out, dad in, dad out because of Alexa's
 relationships with 

man Christy doesn't seem to be aware of any problems. 
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Se + = SS eee eee 

et in levity throughout the conversation because the interview is serious. We all had 

“2 and banana chips and started the process beginning with what type of tea do you like 
to drink. 

betes en St Het tall at age 14. His mixed race makes hi very} isome. He d 

A- 
my 

= 

& gent! Piste ath is B+. English is A-. Art is A. His skin is clear and he is 
€ 

i I aks excellent English and has good command of sentence structure. 
were , . : more engaging than simply yes or no. As I said, after asking a 

Thus, his responses 

tell a : . story about something silly that happened to me on the ski 
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y 

a mem wa ay eee wat he medina Me ts wit he al end tte ei al ei “OSS were glassed over and I spent time in the hospital. I went back on the m ‘ 
| wy return home and they assured me that Christy would not be affected. The churc felt J Shouldn't be on the medicine”. 

Q. How did all of this 
devil in everything? 
R. 

affect Jared when he saw you seeing witches and seeing 

my act together" 
What do you think makes a good parent? 

R. "Yah. «Just 8 Bood kid who is family-oriented and I think he has taken oves 
the roll of father in a way." 
Q. Have you or Jared exnerjeance. 32°. 0: - 



friends and their moms have offered me assistance helps. 

7 

Q Do you want to reflect on your own childhood 

Stade are you in? rade. Fein High Schoo}. 
Q Teli Me about your and Which classes do you like the best and why? 

: My favorj becanse nea US dong ats ing 

Wa Bait Thave an 5 Ma 1S Rext and I have a Ry It is not har. 

0 State History 
©od in them OPE I don’t like because the 

PtckS On me all "me. I don't likes me for SOME reason " \ 

R  ___ PU take the School or wal, 
sbartmen, toa Walk Lt 

me ergy. 

the 
. R. "No. Kaa tt wih 
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a What is the classroom decorum like? Do the kids pay attention to the teachers or 
Act out? | 

x. “The kids don't act out because in high school you don't want to get a bad grade 
for college. The teachers are strict. They try to use humor but their jokes are old and 
“Orny: I like my teachers except the PE teacher." 
‘< Just a personal question. I may want to teach school but am a little intimidated by 

the older Students as I'm a quiet person. How would they treat me?” 

= “The ninth graders would treat you fine because they know if they cause you 

Problems or cause problems in the class, that their grades will suffer and most of the kids 
“unt to go to college. The eighth graders are less mature and they fidget and are testy. 
They might do something. The seventh graders would be okay because they are just 
coming up from elementary school and they still are receptive to authority." 

Q. Lets talk about drugs. Have you seen much of it and have you been solicited to 

- take or deal drugs? 

R. “I haven't seen much of it but $was asked to take some. I didn't tell mom because 
she would really worry and I wouldn't want to upset her." 
Q. Do you have self-confidence and do your friends? . R. "Yes and my friends do, too. No problens because Lids well in scliocl: 

Q. When you get home from school what do you do? 

R. “T'm lonely and I sit down to relax. I place calls to my friends to come over. I 

don't have to have a conversation with them, I just like to have them in the room with me 

as it makes me feel confortable and not lonely. I can just sit and have the TV on and they 

Can just sit and not say a word, and we are all comfortable being together." 
oS «@ a ~ = - 



es "Yes. At night she ‘ | : 

Sleep," comes into my room and she talks with me before I go to 

Q. 
R ou see Your aunts and uncles often’ 

Q - ©. They don't call or come to see us. Maybe once a year, if that." 

© you think about the differences between your family and those of your 
friends? 

R. : 
‘ ‘No. 1 realize we don't have money and have to watch it because we're on welfare. 

ut J 
Son" think about it. My mom doesn't know the families of my friends.” 

Q. What do you do for recreation? 

R. "I play football but don't have other activities." 

Q. Are you considred a jock? 
R. —_ "No. Sports has nothing to do with being a jock. A jock is determined by clothing 

Style. They wear different clothing to show who they are. I wear low-slung pants and my 

group does, too, yet I play football. Other groups wear other clothes to define themselves. 

No one hassles others in our school? 

Q. What type of music do you like and how does the media influence you? 

R. _— "Rap. I watch MTV only to get the latest styles of clothes and to be updated. TV 

doesn't influence me. Ads don't influence me." 

[Author's note: I ended the conversation after 2 1/2 hours as Jared was getting fidgety and 

it Was running into the dinner hour. I felt it best to stop.] 

i Author's perspective of the interviews:] ] was very pleased that J aved was so receptive to 

being interviewed. I think he enjoyed being asked to give his opinion and that he was 

helping with research. Jared was easy going and so very honest with his thoughts. He has 

gone through so much with his mom's illness in the past and f sense that he fakes on as 

much 2s he ean in the household to help her out as he doesn't want to see another 

breakdown. He kas an inner strength that really comes through. it frankly reminas me o} 

the Country Bays in a way. Jared went through a step-father who ridiculed him because 

he was Black. He has no use for the ex-husband but doesn't say anyihg because it's his 

sister's dad. Jared comes from a family background that has high [Q levels so ! strongly 

suspect that he is blessed this way which enables him io do weil in his school work yei 

cope with homelife in his way. : 
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SCHOOL 

Students of Color laa therein: 
20% $20,981 0% 

Great Neck 

Mt. Vernon 9.9% 90.1% $11,095. 
Roosevelt 0.3% 99.7% $10,320 4.1% 
New York City 15% 85% $10,469 5.3% ee OAGS 

BH 
SR 

Source for spending dara: New York Scare. Sraristical Pmfilew of Schan! Dferriere Tene 20079 Cescmew foc 



Pource: Data fiom Eileen Poe-Yammagara and Michacl A Source: Data from Eileen Poe-Yamagata and Michacl A- Jones, “And Justice for Some,” Building Blocks for Your, 
April 2000. p. 12. 

Ie ia gee Entman and Andrew Rojec, The Black 
image in tte Mind. University of Chicago Press 
(2001), pp. 82-83. 
essa 

Surveys continue to reveal the existence of harmful racial stereotypes. | 

“Blacks tend to be lazy... * 40% 19% 45% 
~Blacks tend to be violence-prone . . .- 51% 41% 60% 
“Hispanics tend to be violence prone . . .” 40% 41% 40% 
“Blacks tend to be intelligent. . .” 27% 46% 29% 

~~ SHispanics tend to be intelligent . . .” 22% 37% 36% er a a “Asians tend to be intelligent . . .” 46% 54% 50% Survey Cumulative Data File, “Whites tend to be intelligent...” 50% 50% 52% ee cree. vicar 

tm Contrast to these popular perceptions, surveys of blacks and whites generally find them equally likely to express strong beliefs in individualism and personal responsibility. 

“Welfare makes people work less...” | 87% 73% 
“l enjoy working even if | don't need the money .. ." 61% 63% 
“Socioeconomic success comes from special abilities...” 49% 48% Seances Diets Rit Cheencal Sick “In our sodety everyone should look out for himself...” 31% 40% Surecy Cumulative Data File, “People get ahe.# by their own hard work..." 6% co, NIM) Sechnplhedaberkelcpeche 
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Youth in Adult Prisons: Should They Be? 

TWo teens, ages 15 and 16 at the time of the crime, sexually assaulted and 
murdered Mrs. Zidan seven years ago, and were released from their juvenile facility in 

August, 2007. They showed no remorse for the crime, were antagonistic toward the 

Juvenile detention staff. and gloated at the victim's family about the crime they 

committed (Oakes, 2007). What are the chances these killers will continue on a path of 

destruction? 

Three teens, ages 14 through15, were in the process of ransacking a house when a 
father of four entered and chased the teens outside. The father confronted them and was 

shot three times. One teen turned around and shot the father with a fourth fatal bullet and 

laughed at the man as he fell to the ground...dead (Johnson, 2007). These teens have a 

horrendous background full of criminal activity. Are they rehabilitative? 

Tariq Rafay and Sebastian Burns were between 17 and 18 years old when they 
bludgeoned Tariq's family to obtain insurance money in order to write a screen play. 

Rafay watched as his disabled sister was blugeoned over and over by Burns. He watched 

as his parents were bludgeoned as well. The plot to kill the parents was devised and 

worked on while in high school where both students were considered precocious and 

extremely intelligent. They fled to Canada after the crime and were secretly filmed in 

their apartment laughing about the murder. By the way, the play they were writing was 

how to kill voaur narente (Iohnson. 27004). Burns and Rafav were extradicted from Canada 



Youth in Adult Prisons: Should They Be? 

Clearly we are not addressing stealing cookies with assignment to adult prison, 

but instead addressing hard core crimes befitting assignment to adult prison. Professional 

research reports such an increase. 

Are we actually stating that all youth should be in adult prison? No, certainly not. 
However, youth involved in violent crime should be. With heinous crimes the moral line 

has been crossed and society has the right to be protected from sociopaths and 

psychopaths who are juveniles. Such psychiatric disorders carmot be changed or modified 

as their brain does not have a conscience (Magid and McKelvey, 1987). 

The United States operates under the rule of law with the idea to be fair and just 

in its application (Cass, 2001). It is the responsibility of society to monitor the enactment 

of laws and see to its just application throughout generational change. As citizens, we are 

responsible for active involvement to maintain justice. When citizen malaise sets in, as 1s 

the case currently, the result can be mismanagement by the legal community. While not 

exactly chastising all of society, it is the duty of citizens to not say, "it's not my problem" 
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Youth in Adult Prisons: Should They Be? 

We are looking at America's future where youth crime is rising, with no crest in 
“Bit in part because parents have relinquished transfering moral and core values to their 
Children for proper development. Instead parasitic values have permiated within the 
family structure, These children have become derailed, detached, and have obtained 
Violent-prone “skills” that we now see in detention and courtrooms all across America. 

Such a breeding ground exists and society seeks protection from youth who are more 
aggressive and violent than ever (Magid and McKelvey, 1987). Psychologists and other 
Professionals have a fear for society knowing that over 50% of youth have anti-social 

behavior. High detention derives from this contributory cause. 

We know that Juvenile Detention (JD) and Juvenile Court (JC) were established 

to give youth a chance at rehabilitation and development. Programs are aimed to teach 

life skills needed to reenter society. Youth are placed in an open compound dependent 
upon if one is hard core or deviant. Such a compound is to encourage receptivity to 

Programs. But to the youthful mind it may not be posited as punishment and instead 

appear as an opportunity to mingle with others and develop other bad habits. Frankly, 

too many detention youth don't view their time as punishment and do not value the 

purposeful intent of rehabilitation. The result are failed programs. 

Repeat offenders dominate detention facilities whose crimes are deemed 

punishable as opposed to those that are given probation, assigned 10 classes in lieu of 
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Youth in Adult Prisons. Should They Be?. 

The Juvenile Corrections Act establishes a probation system specifically an 

youth and balances the interest of the offender in order to protect society, to make 

juveniles accountable, and assist in development through skill-building (Kurz, 1999). The 

Idaho Juvenile Corrections Act stipulates the purpose of juvenile probabtion and the 

needed development of life skills (Idaho Code, 2005). Drug testing, monitoring, 

educational Classes, treatment, service, restitution, counseling, are all part of the system 

(Bumett, 2004). 

But let us nor deviate so far that victims are forgotton. Many youth crimes are So 

deviant, so vile, so heinous, so atrocious, so violent, and vicious that they warrant trial in 

an adult court. Policies are often amended because of the increasing need for societal 

protection. Drive-by shootings are an example that allow assignment to adult court. Keep 

in mind that many youth, while young in age, are savy and worldly-wise even more so 

than many adult criminals now in prison. 

Youth who enter the adult system still receive juvenile programs (GED, for 

example) and are separated from adults, but upon becoming an adult are entered into the 

adult compound. Young adults learn to work for probation with such opportunities as 

community college classes that exist at McNeil Island Penitentiary. Trades are available 

in some instances and with good behavior adults can obtain jobs with designated 

emniavere cammuite fram nricon to their inh. and refirn to the nreon at 9 decionated 
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The Common practice for punishing Juvenile offenders is *° 

Place them in a juvenile delinquent program. Such programs are 

not like an adult prison in that there is not cell per S©® and 

instead the offenders are restricted to a compound like 

location. The focus of these programs are to provide the 

Juvenile with life skills that will be needed to reenter society 

aS a productive citizen. Unfortunately, all too often these 

programs fail to accomplish this goal and instead too many 

Juvenile offenders become repeat offenders, either as a juvenile 

Or, later, as an adult. 

The problem with the juvenile system is it begins with the 

positive, thus removing the incentive for good behavior. On the 

other hand, the adult criminal justice system typically begins 

by placing the convicted offender into a prison and then, upon 

the proving of good behavior, moving them to some form of 

probationary program. During the probation program, the 
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prought in Scrapped. Instead, the juvenile system should be 

i made to with the adult system, with the proper adjustments 

ensure the safety of the juveniles. However, 
: d rison an 

begin with the juvenile being placed into an adult P 

iven the 
then, through the use of incentives, gradually be gt 

5 s. oO t : 71 more Libera 
pportuni ty to earn the freedom of a progressive ¥ 

probation program. : 

. benefits, Placing juveniles in an adult prison has numerous 

For both in terms of punishment, retribution and deterrence- 

e “xample, regardless of the type of crime committed, is th 

deterrence effect it creates. Regardless of whether the actual 

offender benefits or not from serving time in prison, the 

community will benefit because the possibility of jail time 

deters other potential criminals from committing a crime. 

(Wright, 1994; p. et al). <I crimes were not punished severely, 

what would deter anyone from committing them? 

Another benefit of using adult prisons as punishment for 

juvenile criminal behavior is the sense of justice it creates. 

After all, a crime is a crime, regardless of one’s age. In the 

theory that a civil society is a just society, our government 

and society functions on the basis that what makes us civil (and 

democratic) 4 ce. LIQ ’ on on oe, oe a ee eee a Te Yon —~ poe, pa 



# is how we 

minds, 

“36). 

Thus, 

Serves several purposes 

where one Starts off in 

their way out. The way 

System. The purpose of 

a juvenile offender but 

and allow the individual to live a 

society. 

Corrections Act that establishes a 

for juvenile offenders. 

: tion. justice System since the founding of the na 

i our define our justice system and, at least in 

1; - allows our system of government to work. (Cass, 200 P 

; . isons upon conviction, placing juveniles in aduit pr 

and, most importantly, creates a system 

the worse case scenario and must earn 

out is through a juvenile probation 

juvenile probation programs is to punish 

work to correct the criminal behavior 

productive adult life within 

Most states have adopted some form of a Juvenile 

probation system specifically 

Typically the purpose of such an act is 

to balance the interests of the community, victim, juvenile 

offender, and the offender’s parents. (Kurz 1999, p. 74). 



juven; tle and to work with the ind; 
Program 

€ individual to create a probation 

that will meet all the ; 

Typical 
e interested parties needs. 

Conditions ; 

rando of probation include: employment counseling, 

™m drug testi 
tin ; 

etlanet 9, electronic monitoring, drug and alcohol 

ation clas ses a 
i ° 

—_ nd treatment, community service, victim 

itution, and preventative counseling. (Burnett 2004, P- 24) - 

The probati : a a tion officer’s role is often one of ensuring 

Compliance wi 

Pa these programs. Usually probation officers 

connect wi ‘ . ith their clients by taking a “good cop, bad cop” 

approach. If : the juvenile is compliant, the officer will reward 

them. If the juvenile is non-compliant, the officer will 

penalize t . ; 
he juvenile with more severe probation requirements. 

(Ja : cobs 1990, p. 102). Essentially, the officer empowers the 

juvenile . 
by leaving one’s success or failure entirely in their 

hands. 

In conclusion, what can be seen is that the current system 

of juvenile justice does not work for the simple reason that Lt 

starts at the end instead of the beginning. Current juvenile 

delinquency programs are akin to probation instead of prison. 

Yet, at least in the adult system, probation is something that 

must be earned. The conan Wag it is wanted to’ be earned is 

t is a better situation than prison. 

Nobody likes the bad 

because i 
In other words, 

it creates a good cop bad cop scenario. 

cop, so you start doing what is needed in order to get to the 
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‘Kurz, Gwen (1999). 

Jood co P, or ; 

Probation. The result is the juvenile will be more 

like] 

back — _ the actual steps needed to avoid 
being placed 

will ne worse case Scenario: prison. Thus, the system 

—— number of repeat offenders in the juvenile 

Population. 
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Tt Ai cides S used as a substance abuse prevention program 
and Central 

PSaLlents. 

S tates, Canada, Australia, Europe, America. 

Its main : wn focus is to teach parenting skills via the Parent 
and to teach developmental skills to 

SEZ = os 
i tone Training group, 

r children via the Children’s Skills Training group 

Program : 5 frogs Functionality: 14 Sessions/2 hours each session 

4 to 12 parents in a multi-component 1. First hour: 
session. Children are involved in their own group. 

C . 

Sie ene: Sendltan split into two groups run by two 

seiencen : group. Purpose 1s to practice 

gt ening observation, monitoring, therapeutic play, 

communication, and positive discipline. 
3. Completion: Reunion sessions should take place within a 

6 to 12 month interval to help maintain continuity, 

support, assist with intervention [if necessary], and 

continue the step-by-step gains. 

Acronyms for Referral in Chapter 7 

C7” CSAP (Center for Substance Abuse Program) 

ICPS (I Can Problem Solve) 

NIAAA (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism) 

4. NIDA (National Institute on Drug Abuse) 

SFP ( Strengthening Families Program). _ 

Participatory Groups a 

What is meant by the term families? The definition is one or 
foster, step, 

more adults that raise biological, adoptive, 

blended, and extended families. It is recommended that two 
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aQaulIts st 

hang yo =scvend the SFP program for mutual support and 
we pation. The 1982 program was designed as a selective P 

ei eeey -0N program for high-risk 6- to 12-year old children © 

Gostence abuse parents. Of importance is that this SE at 
those 

Pregrem is used for those at lower risk as well as for 

whee risk. The objective is to reduce risk factors and 

enhe.ce protective factors for the children, family unit, and 
Parents. ‘ 

SFP THEORIES AND THEIR VARIABLES 

Programs are empirically tested theories of risk and 
protecu-ve factors. As such, SFP was designed to skillfully 

address =he predictors of substance abuse or other youth issues. 

Theory of Etiology 
built upon the social-ecology model (1990-1991) of 

Substance abuse and later tested on 8,500 multiethnic 

youth. 

Three Family Protective Factors: 

i < Parent-child attachment 

ee Supervision 
Ss Communications of family values: 

a. No drugs 
Bi No alcohol 
o. Maintain control of behavior 

d. Do well in school 
e. Become socially competent 

f. Bond with the school 

i 

tL 
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(D 
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improved parent involvement 

school bonding 
Child social competence 

child self-regulation 

mesosystems, 

pment should be 
The Bronfenbrenner 1977 model of microsystems, 
exosystems, and macrosystems for childhood develo 
addressed inthe prevention systems. 

SFP coupled with Bronfenbrenner allows parents 
to be more nurturing, loving, supporting, and allows paren 

bond with other adults. Such attachment helps prevent 
delinquency, substance abuse, school failure, develops 
resilience in youth, shows conflict resolution, shows how to 

tress and manage emotions, and then glides along to 

to be taught 
ts to 

manage st: 

deveiop dreams, goals, and a sense of purpose in life. 

Theory of Intervention 

The thought of the intervention theory is to improve the 

Parenting style and its associated dynamics to prevent substance 

{(p. 162). abuse 

Three Types of Intervention 

Parent behavior change strategies which reeducates -the 1: 
child. 

Child behavior change strategies that impact the 2. 
caregiver. 
Family dynamic change strategies that optimize child- oe 
caregiver interactions. 

SFP Designed as Three-Component Training 
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Ssvelopmental Theory 
Many Parents make ‘ ‘ 

a pe the mistake of waiting too long to id 
nie wht School or behavioral problems. The thought behind SFP 
miedo ne intervention, 6- to 11- year olds, would be the 
diff; © age to target as much earlier intervention was 
1fficult to identify. 

SFP: PRACTICE 

Program Manuals 
1. Parent Training Program with Group Leader's Manual and 

Parent Handbook. 

2. Children's Skills Training with Group Leader's Manual 
and Children's Handbook. 

i Family Skills Training with Group Leader's Manual. 

4. Implementation Manual for Group Leaders. 

Ds All of the above are on CD's. 

Group Leader Qualifications and Training 

Culturally mixed, male and female. Need leadership dis 

Skills in training. 
Ze Extrovert people. 

ce Work once per week for 5 hours. 
4, Generally 3 day training session. 
5 Involves concepts, mechanics, curriculum, recruitment, 

retention, facilitation, role plays. | 

Coordinator recruits families and organizes. 

SFP EXAMPLE IN PRACTICE 

' Recruit families 

Have a Family Fun Night one week before program begins. 

This involves a meal, games, circle time. 
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a . ; eee Child care 
a L a. M e 

rs service referrals for needs of housing, legal, 

al, vocational, educational, mental health, and 
. Substance abuse. 

. Provide transportation 

CONTENTS OF PARENT, CHILD, AND FAMILY SKILLS SRAINING SESSIONS 

PHASE I 

ons, 
- Follow the model. Conduct overview, do introducti 

scuss attendance, rules and how the training can help 

everyone. Parents then learn age appropriate developmental 

expectations and to cope with stress to avoid hitting or 

hurting. Learn reward for good behavior. Adults learn to 

undertake a child role to learn. Children play skilled games, 

practice speaking and listening skills. Purpose to increase 

family bonding. 

PHASE If 

ve interactions. Play games 
Family communication through positi 

together, have family meetings, handle family issues in a 

problem-solving manner. Parents practice with another family 

members child in session. Share feelings, discuss fears, discuss 

alcohol and drugs. 

PHASE III 

tegies. 

Learn supervision, monitoring, and discipline stra 

of obtaining new tools culturally- 

ing steps, play games Parents are in the process 

based, learning coping skills, problem-solvi 
; 

and have family practices. A formal graduation ceremony is 

speakers, and guests. 

encouraged with food, music, 

ee eamnAD VARTARLES INITIATIVE 
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amily 
160). Thesy ; ). Their “Ssues with self, jobs, children, and other f 

dy in 
rob] 
i tiers traumatic at best. The purpose of the SFP stu 

While havi, test the effectiveness of the 14-session study- os 
Seen a mes been tested at the junior high level, it had nev 

the Smith ee the elementary level. Hence the come amma A 
Re, ee family with their highly damaging problems were able 

chil —— their Parenting skills against odds, and their 
itdren benefited in relationships, were better in school, and 

were better behaved. 

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES PROGRAM EVALUATION STUDIES SSRENGTHENING FAMILIES PROGRAM EVALUATION STUDIES 

Because of the positive results of the first NIDA SFP study 
Over 20 years, SFP has been replicated with other diverse ethnic 
families by culturally adapting to African-American, Native 
American, Hispanic/Latino, and Asian/Pacific Islander families. 
Of importance is that culturally adapted versions averaged 40% 
better retention rates. 

Evaluations are followed through with age-appropriate 
versions of SFP; follow-ups for elementary schools, junior high 
Schools, along with other variables. Thus, SFP has proved to be 
Successful at many levels. 

Te¥— te an , y on an be ome o. on a. ae Et aa a aE ee EIN Se on an aAm ah. 2a 2 oe See 
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HINTS FOR PRACTITIONERS 

Re and : 

Sens ting Retaining High-Risk or Ethnic Families 

—_ ee from different places, different schools, churches. 

atment facilities, shelters, health centers, social service 
agencies, tribal services, et al. 

cruit Culturally adapt the program to make it effective. Re 

ethnic populations. 

Program Site, Location, and Gro Size 

e rooms for child care 
Two rooms for youth and parents. Larg 

and families. Hold the program in schools, centers, churches. 

Keep groupings small for intimacy within the program sessions. 

Family Fun Night 

stimonials about how the 
Bring former ese: to provide testi 
program helped their family. George Smith (p. 159)told new | 

the program worked for him. George is now an active 

ilies in SFP. 
families how 

participant and major advocate for new fam 
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Janet Jackson: th 7 

The sound of Rhythm and Blues (R&B) with its unique shythms from varie 
— ore would elicit the response of bein

g ae That particular term was used to 

escribe rythmic music between 1940 and 1960 (Wikipedia). Simply stated 1tis@ 

ERIN of various rhythms plus blues music. The great B.B. 
King is an example an 

ro musician. This type of music has a user-friendly scale in the key of C for guitar. t 

ows for easy improvisation and easy note progression by allowin
g ease of movemen 

around the scale. That is to say, the musician has to feel his
 way through note 

progression. The left hand has what is termed, muscle memory, and notes must be 

imprinted into the left hand muscle memory in order to progress properly to the blues 

sound. The smear, which is thee sound of Blues music, is accomplished by bending the 

strings a little and by slightly pulling them do
wn with your left hand. Once a musician 

leams the scale both upward and backward with his left hand, he then
 can progress With 

improvization within the scale framework (Estaban). A flat pick is used the right han 

with simple up and down strokes but that, too, c
an be improvised. The sone, Frankie and 

Johnny, is an example of a flat pick blues song. 

Marvin Gaye, J Heard It Through Tthe Grapevine, Otis Redding, Sittin’ On The 

Dock Of The Bay; Ray Charles, Georgia On My 
Mind are early examples of R&B 

singers. Elvis Presley with Rock N Roll, 
Funk music, Motown (Soul Train) soul mysic, 

POP music, lead to Contemporary R&B in the early eighties after the demise of Disco.
 

R&B is still strong today. 
Janet Jackson is a Contemporary R&B performer (W1 ikipedia). Her album, _ 

Rpt Nation 1814 (MegRocft Pra} as several anes, faces aml © 
singers. She and her siblings were raised in a faith in which several chafed. The natural 

inherited rhythms and the influence of funky 
music and the godfather of soul, James 

Brown, brought forth a blossoming of the sibl
ings with the end result that of a 

contemporary R&B genre. The year 1986 added the Hip Hop 
genre to contemporary 

R&B. The African American genres of jazz, blues, gospel, boogie-woogie, rock and roll,
 

Motown, disco, funk, along with psychedelic rock (K
ISS), rap, and hip hop are used in 

variations of contemporary R&B. Hence, the 
militaristic and perceived rebellious song, 

Rhythm Nation. | 

The song "has a slick, electronic record product
ion style, drum machine-backed 

rhythms, and a smooth, lush style of vocal arrangement. Uses of hip hop-in
spired beats 

are typical, although the roughness and grit inherent i
n hip hop is usually reduced and 

smoothed out" (MP3Rocket.Pro). 
| 

Rhythm Nation "preached racial unity and harmony among nations and in promise 

of looking for a better way of life and a way to stop soc
ial unrest and injustice.""The 

famous black-and-white military-inspired dance video...1s famous for its high-octane 

choreography in an abandoned factory" (Wikipedia). Both the song and video won 

numerous awards. The lyrics are as follows: 
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Rhythm Nation 
Lyrics 

With music by our side 
To break the color lines 

Let's work together 
To improve our way of life 

Join forces in protest 
To social injustice 

A generation full of courage 

Come forth with me 
People of the world today 

Are we looking for a better way of life 
We are a part of the rhythm nation 

People of the world unite 
Strength in numbers we can get it right 

One time 
We are a part of the rhythm nation 

This is the test 
No struggle no progress 

Lend a hand to help 
Your brother do his best 
Things are getting worse 

We have to make them better 
It's time to give a damn 

Let's work together come on 

People of the world today 
Are we looking for a better way of life 

We are part of the rhythm nation 
People of the world unite 

Strength in numbers we can get it right 
One time 

We are a part of the rhythm nation 
(lyrics.com) 

Janet Jackson's video expresses with dance and song a militaristic rhythm. Black 

and white video (and movies) appear impressive because of the stark contrast. Her cap 

and outfit with collar and insignias on the outfit bespeaks of militarism. Her message 1s 

one of using power and this comes through in the video filmed in an abandoned factory 

with highly expressive choreography. The countdown of 4-3-2-1 in different voices 

imparts a militaristic form as well. The appearance without the music can be startling, but 

in the song and video Janet is trying to preach "racial unity and harmony among nations 

and in promise of looking for a better life and a way to stop social unrest and injustice" 

(Wikipedia). 
Listening to the song without the video thrusts the rhythm out and words are 

listened to but as rhythm words as opposed to social words. The video allows one to view 
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the dancing and contr; 
actions as dence. ntributes to not listening to the words but observe the militaris

tic 

Jac ‘ : 

tieoap ee was thrusting forward youth culture to embrace change. Youth 

ethnicity but aut amongst the classes understood the new fronterism of reco
gmiZin& 

but youth don't ha express themselves with the music genre. It shows rebellion, perhaps, 
ve entitlements that allow them to be part of the establishment. Thus, 

MUSIC - : 
often a of communication - is what youth use to make changes. Adults 

Magazines and n oenee end remain in the comfortable status quo. Articles appear i. 

is David Kineiins cee questioning what is happening to today's youth. An exampte 
insane" seems t S article from the WorldNetDaily, "Why today's youth culture has gone 

lowelinncer cis harken back to the 1920's way of thinking about youth as "from the 

various co nae (Hine, The Rise and Fall of the American Teenager). Looking at 

shows right utors to this particular news organization - Ann Coulter in particular - 

Wl eht away which part of the spectrum the WorldNetDaily reports. Therefore, such 
Bs should be relegated to the recycle bin for elimination as no value or intellectual 

thought exists - only class warfare. 
. Dr. Carl Taylor, Introductory Editorial - Understanding Youth Culture, states, "It 

is of utmost importance that we first realize the need to include ‘urban youth' in positive 

youth development efforts and initiatives." Janet Jackson is doing so in her music by 

appealing to the rhythm nation (African Americans in general). She understands and 

realizes the powerful force that exist within youth culture and is trying through the music 
medium to channel those forces into productivity. Dr. Taylor further states, "Today urban 

youth culture is the dominating force in the life of most young people throughout the 

United States". Again this reinforces over and over the power that exists with youth. As 

Bill Cosby once stated, "give me all the two year olds and I can conquer the world" 

reterrt ng to the massive amount of energy. So, too, can youth be utilized in a positive 

Dr. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., What's your tribe?, addresses the tribe of urban youth 

culture. All humans are tribal but sub-cultures exist in various identities. Urban youth 

culture has its own tribalism, and it is this particular tribalism that some are concerned 

about. So does Janet Jackson's Rhythm Nation song contribute to negative tibalism? No 

more so than did the flappers in America in the 1920's who were considered as whores 

for a period of time. How about spooning in the bumper seat of a car in the late ‘20's and 

early 30's? Such behavior and skimpy women's clothing in the past was considered the 

bain of youth then. Skimpy clothing and physical gyrations today are considered the same 

way. Youth must be deteriorating is the thought of some adults and institutions. 

Not so. It is the right of passage but it is a long passage because of family 

institutional breakdowns and realignment, lack of adult understanaing and caring, lack of 

economic opportunities today to speed them out of a longer youth culture. 

Therefore, Janet Jackson's music, Rhythm Nation, influences youth to get 

involved and implores youth to "break the color lines...work together...1mprove our way 

of life...protest...social injustice...lend a hand to help". This is a song not of violence 

toward a specific group, nor disruptiveness in the non-legal sense; instead it encourages 

youth in their respective tribes to get involved throughout the world. 
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Mission Statement 

Furry Friends' purpose is to inspire and educate youth end edults to learn (© VS) hat knowledee O° 

becoming knowledgeable in the area i 
; 

of pet education and to a
pply 

project volunteers. We exist to enrich li ing of the b 
lives through the strengthen

ing cm i page our 

es bond. We exist to establish a strong 
community relationship. 

ues and beliefs with society. We 
exist to train and education first ume 

how to properly care for their newcomer. 

We Address Needs by: 

e Educating youth and adult vol
unteers on pet education 

e Speaking at school forums on pet nutrit
ion, behavior, care, needs 

* Ensuring that youth and adults
 are equipped with a good 

responsibilities of pet ownership 

Staffing booths at fairs
 to be used as educational

 too's 

Participating at shelter ado
ption days and other activi

ties 

Offering informational sessions to pet owners and 
youths 

‘ng about the 

We Have Core Principles
 and Beliefs: 

That guide our work 

That are creative and act
ion-oriented 

That undertake challen
ges 

That keep us focused 
on our mission 

That work well with br
eed clubs and specialty 

organizations 

That work closely wit
h veterinarians 

That believe in locati
ng shelter for stray ani

mals 

That provide training f
ocused on compassion 

and respect for animals
 

Working with disabled youth 
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Volunteers 

wr \ —~ 

} 4 ™~ 
. 

Furry Friends Pet 
Education Project 

Coordination 

Pampniets Fairs 

Speeking 

Veterinarian 
Offices 



Board of Directors: 

y Friends is a registered no 
. srectors that 

mee = t I n-profit organization with a —_
-* sy 

Decen per year; meetings will not be held during the months 0 uly © 
mber. 

The board of directors is established with the following positions for one year baal 

President 

President-elect 

Past President 

Members at Large - Five ee 

Business Meetings: will be held the first Thursday of = —_ carole to the : 
9:00 p.m., excluding the months of July and August. meng uraged to attend. 

public and all members of the Furry Friends organizatt 

January of each 

Elections of board members will take place = ante pet
 i ny 

year. Each term is for one year apd_each dir
ec 

Board appro’ 
] -vities, educational mi ials, 

ard val is applied to that
 of approving ss

 ale 
on. 

a eaee nal campaigns, selection of any lega
l entity, rganizational direct 

—_ im: | 
sands Pet Educatio

n Program. 

ts for Furry Frien 
_ : 

will implement legal docum
en ‘Furry 

— iS veopomaible for 
city and state certi

fication. Documents
 are mad 

O 

: — Prevention available to the p —=" entic 

a so hy grants from the ae eheanoh private donations 



Furry Friends Educational Activities 

The Furry Friends Pet Program offers a variety of educational activities to you ones the ages of five and sixteen years of age. The program sets up booths at the _ fair. on the first and second Saturday of the month, including the annual , at the local high school gym every Friday afternoon. Some of the activities that are 
to youth are: 

Pet Grooming 

Hygiene Basics for Puppies 
First Year Nutrition 

Basic Dog Training 101 
The Little Vet 

Teach-Um Tricks 

Dog Walking eeese ¢«¢ 8 

Twice annually, Furry Friends Pet Program provides free dog trick training to young 
individuals interested in teaching their pet to obey basic commands, including some 
simple tricks. Youth have a good time with this activity, including their pets. Another 
Opportunity provided free of charge is professional counseling to older youth who 
©xpresses a desire in pursuing a care€r someday in veterinary science. Furry Friends 
professional staff always has a member available to provide information and guidance to 
anyone interested. 

Projects 

Proposed projects include learning tours at colleges, advertised seminars, carnivals 
(fairs), pet parades, teach-ins at schools. 



in how to behay 

—— als, not to go near animals they are not familiar with, 

Area #3: This 
dogs. It has Pees nation on working animals, such as guide and sa NP 

im : animals on site and 93 5 aaa at how 

portant these animals are iS thee Oe gives the crowd an indicatio 

Area #4: Thi ; 

Humane roa works with a variety of sponsors, such as ASP
CA and The 

an animal and to m Providing information and applications to those looking to adopt 

before they’do so. Sure they are fully informed of the responsibilities 
involved 

Local School Tours 

Furry Friends tour of local schools is an unlimited tour that cycles through all the 
— ent schools, elementary through college level in the county providing education 
N pet care and safety. Geared toward different age groups, volunteers put on a 

ives". Some of the Presentation for students, complete with actual "animal 
Same messages from area #2 of Projects are presented to elementary schools. In high 
school, information is added as far as recruiting volunteers to work with Furry 
Friends and working in shelters. Additional featured information is on future career 
paths working with animals and how to achieve and obtain those jobs and careers 

(what classes, training, degrees are needed). 

Volunteers: 
Accepted volunteers are asked to place themselves into one or more organization 

group according to their respective interests. Such groups may include: 

Office help 

Hotline 
- 

Publications 

Advertising 

Events 

Educational activities 

Within each of these groups with the help of the paid coordinator leader's seli- 

select/are asked to help coordinate each area. All group leaders mus
t be confirmed 

by the Board. This is to ensure that leaders understand their responsibilities and to 

ensure they follow the mission statement and the values of the org
anization while 

working in the community. 

Volunteers: teach teens who in turn teach youth who may then demonstrate 
their 

service learning activity to children. Visitations to shelters and areas of interest to 
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demonstrations and informational 

Pet Information Hotline 

» if a ee | 

events. 

ios eerie Ss 2 See 

These can be as simple as Oftentimes pet owners are faced with pet dil ‘ 

the proper housing situation for how to choose a dog food or a difficult as creating 

a leopard gecko. It is often difficult for inexperienced pet owners to know where 

pet owners 
to turn for information, eveneveterinarians, a major resource for many 

or these reasons, well meaning pet o
wners 

are inexperienced in certain areas. F 

sometimes make crucial mistakes that 

being of the human animal bond. To combat this dilemma 

created a resource for pet owners. 

affect the lives of their pets and the we
ll 

Furry Friends has 

The pet hotline is available for pet owner
s to 

get free, unbiased information. 

Hours of Operation- 

Monday-Friday 1pm-4pm 

Hotline observes holiday hours. 

Policies and Procedures 
asked to contribute at least 4 hours a 

Volunteers in the pet hotline area are 

month. 

It is preferred to have at least two people working the hotline at a time. 

Only used approved resources for answering questions in fields you are 

not familiar with. 

Novice hotline workers should always work with a
 veteran worker. 

All new hotline workers need to complete a six hour (three eveni
ng) 

hotline training class offered twice yearly. 

If you don’t know the answer to a question try to look it 
up. However, if 

you do not feel comfortable with giving an answer look 
at the monthly 

hotline schedule and tell the caller when a person famili
ar with that area 

will be in the office. 



The phone should be answered: 
Wu?” 

~ “Furry Friends pet information hotline. How can I help — that you always 
Se 

©n answering health related questions it is very important concerns you 
preface your answer with, I am not a veterinarian. if you have Should contact your veterinarian. 

, ioner 1S 
Twice yearly a hotline meetj gis held. Prior to this meeting a Sei exit from 
Circulated to all hotline volunteers to find out what we eoulhde ive) are 
an internal perspective. These Suggestions (both positive and pe ane will 
discussed at the bi-yearly meeting. Procedural changes from this _ the size and 
either be immedi ly enacted or brought to the board depending on 
Scope of the change 

Non-Profit Status Information 

* Non-profits do not have a Statutory meaning on the federal level. a © Fumny Friends is to be established as a non-profit corporation organized to 
ad : advance a public or community interest. « © Furry Friends wil] incorporate as a 501© (3) ° Furry Friends will bethat of a Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) to 

_ 
allow for “orporate flexibility (tax-wi i Wise) and benefits sub; ect to roval 
by the Board of Directors 

. i 

‘i : S€rvices ofa non-profit lawver fine 
taining Organizational OF ee a P 

Nrema-. 13 
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Advertise in local newspapers and magazines. 
~~. 8 - avian OfLices Post information about the non-profit organization in veterinarian 

and clinics within the county. 
Information will be posted in schools, 
venue. 

smal- serving 
pet stores, and other animal 

; moting 
Furry Friends will be involved in community events thereby pro 

ward citizens to become informed and responsible and caring to 
their pets. 



~Setvice Leaming”: Hurting Youth and Hurting Our Economy by Bill Medic 

Bill Medic’s scathing article hits hard at the volunteering and service learning of aaa 

He states that volunteering is equivalent to providing free labor and that service learning 

is a form of “involuntary servitude”'. He claims that politicians push the agenda of yout 

volunteering as a means by which the government doesn’t 
have to fund various 

community agencies and community services. Author Medic further instructs that service 

learning itself “instills more bitterness than civic virtue”? The article continues that 

working for free is actually hurting our economy and that politicians
 are being dishonest 

knowing full well that they are getting a servitude for free and at the same time not 

" having the government via the agencies pay for this servitude. 
Bill Medic believes that 

youth should earn wages for volunteering, as it is a way to put money back into the 

economy. Medic details a punk rock-type youth volunteer in college ‘who stated she lo
ved 

volunteering because she felt rewarded by what she had done. B
ut he questions whether 

this is true since enrolling in an upcoming class, the professor asked for volunteerism 

from his students. She dropped the class purportedly
 because she felt the professor was 

asking too much. He additionally points to the Child-Labor laws and Ame
ndments XII, 

Section 1 to back up his opinions. By volunteering for free, it ke
eps youth economically 

powerless and with no voice in the application of volunteering. Voluntee
rism, he says, “‘is 

quickly becoming viewed as a sign of degradation and powerlessness.....that youth are no 
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lo = 
_ — They are insulted.” Youth volunteerism is “about spitting on American 

Summary: 

What “I liked” about the article is the shock value that the author tosses out to his 

audience. Who would think that people exist that have this kind of philosophy, but they 

do exist. This article prepares those in youth volunteering and service learning 
to be 

knowledgeable of the facts as a counterpoint to those that espouse a discordant 

philosophy. What “I disliked” was the meaness of rhetoric, the lack of evidence, the 

inaccuracy of facts, the tearing apart of goodness and trying to discourage youth from 

_ developing into supporting and affirming adults. My opinion of Bill 
Medic is that of a 

disgruntled man who delights in the negative. The way to handle such a person is 
to be 

aware of his negative delight and to invalidate him with silence. 

Swamped: Louisiana Students Become Wetlands Custodians 

School teacher Barry Guillot, is an enthusiast and expert on 
plants and animals in 

southeast Louisiana. The students in his class volunteer 
in a program titled, Wetland 

Watcher. * This program provides a laboratory from which the children learn 
about the 

ecosystem in their native state and how important the ecosystem 
is to their lifestyle and 

environment. Children are encouraged to volunteer to bring vertebrates and
 invertebrates 

ne 

: http://www/geocities.com/hatredsucks/communityser
viceprint him!?200625 

* Ibid 

ia.org.php/article.php?id=Art 1208&key=189 



to class which provides a scientific learning environment for all students- The Wetland 

project is a school-wide service learning project “which combines activities designed f° 

Service the community (from environmental-protection to volunteering at nursing 

homes.”" Students divide in small groups with each responsible for researching and 
teaching their fellow students inside as well as outside of school. The group has 

established many celebrations, conferences, and even festivals. They engage in safety 

training and they lead animal presentations. The students also teach small children in _— 

Head Start program and they share their knowledge and set the stage for future 

participation of younger youth. 

Summary: ‘ 
—_-—— 

First, the reason for the first article by Bill Medic was to display a sharp contrast to the 

Louisiana article and other articles as well. The Louisiana teacher established the 

Wetland Watcher in 1998 and his students bring to class all sorts of invertebrates and 

vertebrates that reflect life in the wetlands of southern Louisiana. As such this volunteer 

program for youth is engaging them in service learning (teaching) and volunteering 

(bringing items to class). Students are then relating to their environment and show an 

_ Ownership in helping and in teaching. Children love to show their knowledge and 

Wetland Watchers allows this to happen. What excitement! What learning! What 

stewardchin! T encairace nennile tan an tr the wreehkcite 1204.) 1... ttt 


